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Abstract
Plants, as sessile organisms, require rapid and efficient signalling pathways in order to respond to
environmental stimuli and to coordinate developmental programs. Stimulus-specific transient elevations
in free cytosolic calcium ([Ca2+]cyt ), otherwise referred to as calcium (Ca2+) signals, are known to encode
information regarding external stressors or internal developmental cues, which can be interpreted by Ca 2+binding proteins (CBPs), termed Ca2+ sensors. Though much is known about Calmodulin (CaM), the most
abundant Ca2+ sensor, relatively little is known about the CaM-like family of Ca2+ sensors (CMLs), which
comprise a 50-member family in Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis). In order to understand how CMLs
contribute to Ca2+ signalling, it is necessary to study their biochemistry and physiological roles. In this
study, two paralogous CMLs of unknown function, CML15 and CML16, were studied through a
combination of approaches including protein biochemistry, gene promoter-reporter analysis, and
physiological assays. Promoter-reporter analysis demonstrated that the CML16 promoter is constitutively
active across a range of Arabidopsis tissues, whereas CML15 promoter activity is restricted to the stamen.
Among a range of environmental conditions tested, salinity stress was observed to inhibit CML16
promoter activity. Phenotypic analysis, across a range of growth stages, of gene-knockout transgenic
plants lacking either CML15 or CML16 did not reveal any differences from wild-type plants. Biochemical
characterization of CML15 and CML16 indicated that these CMLs possess properties consistent with
their predicted roles as Ca2+ sensors. CML15 and CML16 were observed to undergo Ca2+-dependent
conformational changes that expose hydrophobic residues, likely for interaction with unknown protein
targets. Furthermore, both CMLs were found to bind magnesium (Mg2+) in the absence of Ca2+, but
demonstrated high affinity Ca2+ binding in the presence of Mg2+. Putative protein targets for CML15 and
CML16 were isolated by yeast two-hybrid screening although the physiological relevance of these as
CML effectors remains unknown. Collectively, my data reveals that these CMLs behave biochemically
like typical Ca2+ sensors, possess distinct and largely non-overlapping gene expression patterns, and do
not appear to be critical for Arabidopsis growth and development under typical growth conditions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review
1.1 Ca2+ Signaling Overview and Introduction
Cellular signalling has evolved in eukaryotes as a means of processing information and
organizing responses to internal and environmental stimuli. Cellular signalling pathways,
otherwise referred to as signalling cascades, consist of three main stages: stimulus perception,
signal transduction, and a physiological response. Physiological responses elicited by signal
transduction cascades are designated by the type of second messenger, the spatial and temporal
pattern of messenger flux, and the cell and tissue type involved. Though inositol trisphosphate
(IP3) and cyclic nucleotides such as cyclic AMP (cAMP) are broadly used as second messengers,
Ca2+ is considered the most universal second messenger in plant signal transduction (Clapham,
2007).
Plants are sessile organisms, meaning that their survival requires signalling pathways to
be rapid and efficient in response to environmental stimuli. The pervasive nature of cytosolic
magnesium ([Mg2+]cyt) in eukaryotic cells prevents it from serving as a distinct second
messenger; however, the precipitation of Ca2+ at high cytosolic concentrations ([Ca2+]cyt) with
cellular phosphate (PO43- ; Sanders et al., 1999) requires cells to maintain submicromolar (~100200 nM) [Ca2+]cyt , (Clapham, 2007). This creates a driving gradient of Ca2+ between the
extracellular space/intracellular organelles and the cytosol, making it an ideal fast-acting second
messenger in plants. Changes in pH, various lipids and phospholipids, and reactive oxygen
species also play important roles in plant signal transduction; however, Ca2+ is considered the
most versatile and ubiquitous among second messengers (McAnish and Hetherington, 1998;
Sanders et al., 1999). The first direct evidence supporting Ca2+ as a second messenger in plant
cells was based on the detection of [Ca2+]cyt transients in the green algae (Chara) in 1982
1

(Williamson and Ashley, 1982). In the 30 years since this discovery, elevations in [Ca2+]cyt have
been found to be involved in a myriad of cellular processes (reviewed by Kudla et al., 2010).
These include responses to biotic and abiotic stressors, (e.g. abscisic acid (ABA),
drought/salinity, touch, fungal elicitors etc.; McAinsh et al., 1990; Knight et al., 1991 and 1997;
Sanders et al., 1999), the establishment of plant-microbe symbiotic relationships, (Shaw and
Long, 2003; Kosuta et al., 2008), the polarized cell growth of pollen tubes (Miller et al., 1992;
Messerli and Robinson 1997), and root hair development (Felle and Hepler 1997; Wymer et al.,
1997).
In order to understand how plants derive physiological responses from such a common
second messenger, a comprehensive understanding of Ca2+ binding proteins (CBPs), and the
dynamics of their interactions with effector-protein targets is required. Apart from the
elucidation of protein targets, reverse genetics, expression analysis, and biochemical
characterization at the protein level, are a handful of techniques that can be used to uncover the
roles of CBPs in plant signal transduction. These approaches were used to explore the
physiological roles of the CaM-like proteins (CMLs) CML15 and CML16, which are two
relatively unstudied putative Ca2+sensors in Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis). Due to the
importance of Ca2+ signalling in plant development and stress response (reviewed below), and
given the amino-acid sequence similarities between CML15 and CML16 with the quintessential
Ca2+ sensor Calmodulin (CaM), the goal of my thesis has been to address the following
questions: What are the roles of CML15 and CML16 in plant development and/or stress
response? Do CML15 and CML16 possess biochemical properties expected of a Ca2+ sensor?
This thesis sheds some light on these questions, and provides a knowledge base, as well as
genetic tools, for which the physiological roles of CML15 and CML16 can be further explored.
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Ca2+ Storage and Release
In a resting plant cell, Ca2+ is actively removed from cytosol to the apoplast as well as
intracellular stores, primarily the central vacuole, but also the endoplasmic reticulum,
mitochondria, chloroplasts, and additional vacuoles. This sequestration ensures that free [Ca2+]cyt
remains at submicromolar levels (100-200 nM) under resting conditions (Bush 1995; Sanders et
al., 1999; Clapham, 2007). In addition, this process produces large Ca2+ gradients between the
intracellular/extracellular Ca2+ stores and the cytosol. Upon stimulus perception, these Ca2+
gradients are exploited and rapid increases in [Ca2+]cyt are induced through influx and/or slowed
efflux of [Ca2+]cyt, producing Ca2+signals (Spalding and Harper, 2011).
In plant cells, there are different types of channels that coordinate the movement of
[Ca2+]cyt. Cyclic-nucleotide gated channels (CNGCs) and glutamate receptor-like channels
(GLCs) are non-selective cation channels involved in maintaining Ca2+ gradients by transporting
K+, Na+ and Ca2+ across the plasma membranes and into the cytosol (Spalding and Harper,
2011). Likewise, two-pore channels in plants have been suggested to play a role in Ca2+ release
from vacuoles (Ishibashi et al., 2000; Furuichi et al., 2001). Conversely, H+/Ca+ antiporters,
belonging to a family of Ca2+ exchangers (CAXs), and pumps (auto-inhibited Ca2+-ATPases and
ER-type Ca2+-ATPases) are responsible for Ca2+ export out of the cytosol. Collectively these
channels control the shape and duration of the Ca2+ signal, and must be tightly regulated
(Spandling and Harper, 2011).
Ca2+ Signalling Paradigms
In general, stimulus-specific transient elevations in free [Ca2+]cyt , otherwise referred to as
Ca2+ signals, are thought to encode information regarding external stressors or internal
developmental cues. These Ca2+ signals are decoded by CBPs, which transduce this information
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into cellular responses directly through catalytic activity or by affecting the activity of effector
proteins that coordinate the physiological response to the initial cue. Many Ca2+ regulated
effectors are themselves signalling proteins such as kinases and phosphatases, which can alter the
activities of various cellular enzymes and transcription factors, thereby influencing rates of gene
expression and the activity of various metabolic pathways (reviewed by Kudla et al., 2010;
Bender and Snedden, 2013).
In order for Ca2+ signals to convey information and help direct an appropriate
physiological response, there must first be some degree of specificity, or ‘encoding’, in a given
Ca2+ signal, and second, there needs to be timely interpretation of that code by CBPs. Evidence
supports two distinct but congruous Ca2+-signalling paradigms that account for the specificity
encoded in Ca2+ signals: the Ca2+-signature hypothesis (reviewed by McAinsh and Hetherington,
1998; McAinsh and Pittman, 2009) and the Ca2+-switch hypothesis (reviewed by Scrase-field
and Knight, 2003). A third Ca2+ signaling paradigm is that of the Ca2+-sensitivity priming
hypothesis, which suggests that exogenous stimuli ‘prime’ plant cells to respond to pre-existing
[Ca2+]cyt transients (reviewed in Kim et al., 2010). However, this hypothesis remains highly
speculative and awaits empirical testing.
The Ca2+-signature hypothesis posits that stimulus-specific, spatio-temporal oscillation
patterns in cytosolic Ca2+ with distinct amplitude, frequency, and duration, are decoded by
downstream CBPs to elicit appropriate physiological responses. These signals are referred to as
‘Ca2+ signatures’ (McAinsh and Hetherington, 1998). One of the most well studied examples of
the Ca2+ signature hypothesis is that of Ca2+-oscillation induced stomatal closure in response to
ABA, oxidative stress, and exogenous Ca2+ in Arabidopsis (McAinsh et al., 1995; Allen et al.,
2000 and 2001). Though Ca2+ oscillations and stomatal closure can be induced in wild-type
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Arabidopsis, Ca2+ oscillations cannot be induced in the Arabidopsis V-ATPase det3 mutant in
response to oxidative stress or extracellular Ca2+, and stomatal closure is inhibited in response to
these stimuli (Allen et al., 2000). Likewise, the ABA insensitive mutant gca2 shows a loss of
stomatal closure in response to ABA exposure and exogenous Ca2+ (Allen et al., 2001).
Interestingly, when the wild-type Ca2+ signatures were mechanically imposed on both of these
Ca2+-signalling mutants, they responded with the appropriate closure of stomatal pores, thus
demonstrating a distinct physiological event directed by a specific Ca2+ signature.
Distinct Ca2+ signatures have also been observed during the establishment of symbiotic
relationships. Characteristic Ca2+ oscillations occur in the nuclear region of Medicago truncatula
root cells in response to diffusible factors from the arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi Glomus
intaradices, and in response to Nod factors from rhizobial bacteria (Kosuta et al., 2008).
Although signatures induced by both types of stimuli lead to the activation of a Ca2+/CaM
dependent protein kinase (CCamK) and the symbiosis signalling (Sym) pathway in Medicago,
the mycorrhizal fungi-induced oscillations are lower in amplitude and have a shorter period than
those induced by Nod factors, facilitating stimulus-specific activation for each type of infection
(Kosuta et al., 2008; McAinsh and Pittman, 2009).
In contrast to the Ca2+-signalling hypothesis, the Ca2+-switch hypothesis does not give
much value to the stimulus-specific nature of Ca2+ oscillations; in fact, the switch hypothesis has
emerged from the correlative nature of the Ca2+-signature hypothesis. Scrase-Field and Knight
(2003) suggest that elevations in [Ca2+]cyt serve as a ‘switch’ that activates Ca2+-sensor proteins.
This hypothesis suggests that specificity in response to Ca2+ spikes occurs at the level of the Ca2+
sensor-protein target interaction. Some evidence to support the ‘switch’ hypothesis lies in the
fact that Ca2+ signatures triggered in response to salt stress and osmotic shock in Arabidopsis,
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though similar in phase, do not induce the same responses (Shi et al., 2000; Qui et al., 2002).
Additionally, dissimilar Ca2+ oscillations in timing, phase, and location, triggered by two
dissimilar stressors: osmotic shock and cold stress, both lead to the induction of KIN1/2 and
LOW TEMPERTURE INDUCED78 in Arabidopsis (Knight et al., 1996 and 1997; Tӓhtiharju et
al., 1997). These examples suggest that Ca2+ serves as a ‘binary switch’, wherein Ca2+ signals
elicit an ‘on’ from ‘off’ response (Scrase-Field and Kinght, 2003).
Although these hypotheses have some dissimilar components, each emphasizes the
importance of Ca2+ signals in plant signal transduction and it seems reasonable to suggest that a
combination of the mechanisms described by these hypotheses occurs in cells under the broader
umbrella of Ca2+ signalling.
1.2 The Biochemistry of the EF-loop and Ca2+ -sensor Proteins
Ca2+ Sensors
Structural and biochemical characterization of CBPs plays a crucial role in understanding
how Ca2+ signals are transduced into physiological responses. Elevations in [Ca2+]cyt from nM to
µM levels are thought to be detected and interpreted by CBPs. Although some CBPs are likely
involved in maintaining a low [Ca2+]cyt (i.e. serve as Ca2+ buffers, Ca2+ pumps, and Ca2+ channels
as described above; Sathyanarayanan and Poovaiah, 2004), among the most interesting CBPs are
those involved in signal transduction and thus serve as typical ‘Ca2+ sensors’. The broad family
of Ca2+ sensors is subdivided into two functionally distinct classes: ‘sensor relay’ proteins, and
‘sensor responders’ which possess non-catalytic or catalytic activity, respectively, upon Ca2+binding (Sanders et al., 2002).
The most common Ca2+-binding structural domain among CBPs is the EF-hand.
Although non-EF-hand CBPs, such as the well characterized phospholipid-binding C2-domain
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proteins (Qin and Wang, 2002) or actin-interacting gelsolin, (Yamashiro et al., 2001) similarly
require Ca2+ binding for enzymatic activity, (Sathyanarayanan and Poovaiah, 2004) they
typically have a lower affinity for Ca2+ (e.g. Kd > 1 mM for C2 domain containing proteins) than
EF-hand proteins.
In plants, EF-hand proteins are considered to be the primary toolkit for Ca2+-based
stimulus detection and response. In general, Ca2+-binding to EF-hand domains of Ca2+ sensors
triggers conformational changes in protein structure that lead to the exposure of hydrophobic
residues. These hydrophobic regions facilitate interactions with downstream effector proteins,
which in turn elicit a physiological response to the initial Ca2+ signal (reviewed by Day et al.,
2002; Sathyanarayanan & Pooviah, 2004; Kudla et al., 2010, and others). The following portion
of this literature review will discuss the Ca2+-binding mechanism of the EF-hand, and the
physiological roles of plant Ca2+-sensor families that possess them.
EF-hand Loop Structure
The Ca2+-binding EF-hand domain was first discovered in 1973 following the elucidation
of the X-ray structure of parvalbumin (Kretsinger and Nockolds, 1973). The EF-hand contains a
canonical α-helix- loop- α-helix structure composed of 29 amino acids (Strynadka and James,
1989). Seven oxygen-containing groups, five in the EF loop (at positions 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) and
two donated by the glutamate outside of the loop (at position 12), are responsible for
coordinating a Ca2+ ion in what is referred to as a Ca2+ coordination sphere, which stabilizes the
Ca2+ ion in a pentagonal bipyramidal bond arrangement (Strynadka and James, 1989; Falke et al.,
1994, Gifford et al., 2007; Grabarek, 2011; Figure 1). Residues 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 12 are referred to
as X, Y, Z, -Y, -X and -Z, respectively. The most common residues in these key positions are
aspartate (D) for X; D or asparagine (N) for Y; D, N, or serine (S) for Z; -Y is typically variable;
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Figure 1. A diagram of the Ca2+-coordination sphere. The entering and exiting helices are in
red, the interacting ligands are in blue, the conserved glycine is light green (denoted by ‘6’), and
the coordinating water molecule is in dark green (denoted by ‘w’). The most common residues
involved in Ca2+ coordination are noted (adapted from Gifford et al., 2007).
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-X is often D, N or S; and position -Z is almost always glutamate (E). Other residues commonly
found in these positions are outlined in Table 1. Side chain oxygen atoms from the acidic amino
acids D and E, typically found in positions 1, 3, 5, and 12 of the coordination sphere, provide
ionic forces that are directly involved in coordinating the Ca2+ ion (Strynadka and James, 1989;
Grbarek, 2006; Gifford et al., 2007). The main chain oxygen atom (typically from the carbonyl
group) of the 7th residue, and hydrogen bound water frequently found in position 9, also provide
ionic forces for Ca2+ chelation. In addition, the side chain of residue 9 stabilizes the exiting helix
by hydrogen bonding with the side chains of the 12th residue. Glutamate (Glu) at position 12 is
particularly important as it contributes a bidentate carboxyl ligand (two oxygen atoms) to the
coordination of Ca2+. The 12th residue becomes immensely relevant in the context of Ca2+
affinity, but this will be discussed further on.
The N-terminal of the EF-loop can accommodate greater variability, both in residue
number and in amino acid sequence, than can the C-terminal region of the EF-loop while still
maintaining the ability to accommodate Ca2+ in a pentagonal bipyramid conformation (Grabarek,
2006). Although the classic EF-loop is composed of 12 residues, the 14-residue loop of the Nterminal EF-hand of calbindin D9k, maintains the ability to bind Ca2+ in a pentagonal bipyramid
(Szebenyi et al, 1981 and 1986). Similarly, the 11 residue loop of grancalcin, belonging to the
penta-EF-hand sub family (Jia et al., 2000), and the 13-residue loop of osteonectin, a Ca2+binding glycoprotein found in bone, have retained Ca2+-binding abilities (Hohenester et al.,
1996). Specific amino-acid substitutions in some of these EF-hand proteins are outlined by
Grabarek (2006), almost all of which are found in the N-terminal of the EF-loop. Conversely
however, the number and composition of amino acids in the C-terminal of the EF-loop of these
proteins is highly conserved.
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EF-loop

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

position
Coordinating

X

Y

Z

-Y

-X

-Z

ligand

sc

sc

sc

bb

sc(H2O)

sc(2)

(C=O)
Most

Asp

Lys

Asp

Gly

Asp

Gly

Thr

Ile

Asp

Phe

Glu

Glu

common

100%

29%

76%

56%

52%

96%

23%

68%

32%

23%

29%

92%

Also

Ala

Asn

Lys

Ser

Phe

Val

Ser

Tyr

Asp

Asp

frequently

Gln

Arg

Asn

Lys

Leu

Thr

Ala

Lys

observed

Thr

Asn

Gln

Glu

Thr

Ala

Val

Tyr

Asn

Leu

Pro

Ile

Glu

Gly

Glu

Asn

Ser

Arg

Gln

Lys

Glu
Arg

Table 1. Sequence preference of the canonical EF-loop. Residues most often involved in Ca2+
coordination and intermediary residues are noted. Percentages indicate the frequency with which
the most common residue occupies that position, ‘sc’ denotes that ion coordination occurs via the
side chain of the residue, ‘bb’ denotes that ion coordination that occurs through the backbone of
the residue, (H2O) denotes that the residue provides the coordinating ligand through a water
molecule, (2) indicates that the residue provides two ligands for ion coordination (Falke et al.,
1994; Gifford et al., 2007).
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Ca2+ and Mg2+ Binding and Restructuring of the EF-loop
For EF-hand proteins, evidence supports a two-step Ca2+-binding mechanism coupled to
conformation change in protein structure. First, the groups in the N-terminus of the loop are
believed to interact with Ca2+, thus immobilizing the Ca2+ ion (Gagne et al., 1997). The crystal
structure of the mutant CaM41/75 for the locked apo-conformation of the N-terminal of the EFhand provides evidence for this first step (Grabarek et al., 2005). It shows that Ca2+ is bound to
the N-terminal residues of the EF-loops, but is not engaged with the bidentate Glu12 residues that
are 2.0-3.6 Å away from the ion (Grabarek, 2005). For the second step, the Glu12 downstream of
the C-terminus of the loop will move with the exiting helix so as to permit bidentate interactions
with Ca2+. To promote the formation of the pentagonal bipyramid coordination sphere, the
second step requires an energetically unfavourable shift in the position of the helices between
paired EF-hands which results in conformational changes in protein structure (Grabarek, 2005;
Grabarek, 2006). This phenomenon has been demonstrated in X-ray crystal structures of Ca2+CaM whereby Ca2+-binding results in a shift in the helices from 130-140º to 90º (Nelson and
Chazin, 1998). Residues connecting the loops of paired EF-hand, comprising what is referred to
as the ‘EFβ scaffold’ undergo torsion, relieving steric hindrance accompanied with the Ca2+Glu12 interaction. This torsion brings the –Y and –Z residues in closer proximity which drives
conformational change from the ‘closed’ to ‘open’ conformation of the protein - this is referred
to as the ‘conformational coupling’ mechanism (Grabarek, 2005). This shift is required for Ca2+
stabilization and results in the pentagonal bipyramidal coordination of the ion. These Ca2+binding-induced conformational changes promote the exposure of hydrophobic residues
important for interaction with protein targets. Overall, this is referred to as the ‘EF-hand βscaffold model’ (Grabarek, 2006).
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Evidence supports a distinctly different conformation for Mg2+-binding. Due to the
smaller ionic radius of Mg2+, 0.72 Å compared with that of Ca2+ at 1.06 Å (Shannon 1976), it is
unable to engage with the C-terminal residues of the EF-hand and unable to provide sufficient
steric hindrance to elicit a structural change in the protein, as has been demonstrated for the apo-,
or ‘closed’ conformation of some EF-hand proteins (Ohki et al., 1997, Gifford et al., 2007;
Grabarek, 2011). S100G, also referred to as calbindin D9k, and parvalbumin are two Mg2+bound EF-hand proteins for which crystal structures have been successfully solved and for which
alternate Mg2+-binding orientations have been shown (Andersson et al., 1997; Declercq et al.,
1991). Crystal structures of Mg2+-S100G show that Mg2+ forms an octahedral geometry within
the EF-loop, engaging in two less interactions with loop residues than Ca2+ (Andersson et al.,
1997). In this case, a water molecule substitutes for the bidentate Glu12 ligand. In the crystal
structure of Mg2+-parvalbumin, where Mg2+ engages with Ca2+/Mg2+ EF-hands, Mg

2+

is shown

to engage with one of Glu12’s oxygen atoms. The side chain of Glu12 rotates 120º to provide a
monodentate ligand (Declercq et al., 1991). Although both Mg2+-S100G and Mg2+- parvalbumin
adopt the ‘closed’ conformation, the Ca2+/Mg2+ EF-hand structure of Mg2+-parvalbumin strongly
mimics the Ca2+ -parvalbumin form, suggesting some restructuring, although limited, can occur
upon Mg2+-binding to non-Ca2+-specific EF-hands. In conclusion, Mg2+ binding to EF-hands can
occur in multiple ways, and with various affects on protein structure.
Where aspartic acid (Asp) has been substituted for Glu12 in an EF-loop, the affinity for
Ca2+ decreases. This is a result of Asp’s inability to donate the second oxygen atom, or ligand,
required for Ca2+ coordination. The Asp12 substitution, contributing only one oxygen atom, puts
no restraint on Mg2+coordination. In fact, due to the high [Mg2+]cyt and the decreased competition
for the EF-loop by Ca2+, this substitution indirectly increases the affinity for Mg2+. For example,
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parvalbumin demonstrates a ~10-fold greater affinity for Mg2+, and ~100-fold decrease in Ca2+
affinity, as a result of the Asp12 to Glu12 substitution, and the EF-hand I of the scallop myosin
regulatory light chain, which has also been structurally solved by X-ray crystallography,
demonstrates the same shift in Ca2+/Mg2+ affinity (da Silva et al., 1995; Cates et al., 1999). EFhands that bind Mg2+ at resting Ca2+ levels are referred to as Ca2+/Mg2+ EF-hands, and, not
surprisingly, typically have a lower affinity for Ca2+ than Ca2+-specific EF-hands. For example,
the C-domain Ca2+/Mg2+ EF-hands of soybean Troponin C (sTNC) are suggested to have
affinities >100-fold lower for Ca2+ than the Ca2+ specific EF-hands of the N-terminus (Johnson et
al., 1979; Trigo-Gonzales et al., 1992).
In conclusion, evidence showing that typical EF-hands are capable of binding Mg2+ and
that Mg2+ binding elicits conformational changes in EF-hand domains distinct from those
induced by Ca2+, suggests that these cations play separate roles in EF-hand protein function
(Gifford et al., 2007). One suggestion is that Mg2+-binding can help structure a protein from a
molten globule, adopting some of the energetic costs of restructuring the protein. This
conformation might be similar or dissimilar from that of the Ca2+ bound form; nonetheless, with
a high resting [Mg2+]cyt (~0.4-0.5 mM; Waters 2011), Ca2+/Mg2+ EF-hands will likely always
remain bound (Zot and Potter, 1982). Guanylate cyclase activating protein-1 and Ca2+- and
integrin-binding protein are two proteins known to adopt a structured conformation at resting
[Mg2+]cyt that is distinct from the Ca2+-bound conformation (Yamniuk, et al., 2004; Peshenko and
Dizhoor 2006). Another suggestion is that Mg2+-binding elicits different protein function from
Ca2+-binding for some proteins. For example, the Ca2+-downstream regulatory element
antagonist modulator (DREAM) is unable to bind DNA-targets, whereas Mg2+-DREAM is able
to. Finally, Mg2+-binding is believed to attenuate the Ca2+-dependent response. As discussed by
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Gifford et al., (2007), Mg2+ is a competitive antagonist for Ca2+-binding for Ca2+/Mg2+ EF-hands
- the kinetic off-rate of Mg2+ slows down the on-rate for Ca2+, thereby decreasing the affinity for
Ca2+. Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) of Soybean CaM1 and CaM4 with Ca2+ and
Ca2+/Mg2+, emphasizes the importance of Ca2+ and Mg2+ affinities in coordinating the
physiological roles of plant Ca2+ sensors (Gifford et al., 2013). Isothermal data shows that the
ability of CaM1 to bind Ca2+ is uninhibited by Mg2+, which will facilitate faster response times
in vivo; however, CaM4 has a stronger affinity for Mg2+ and therefore a reduced selectivity for
Ca2+, suggesting CaM4 will inevitably show a delayed response to Ca2+ signals in vivo (Gifford
et al., 2013). As a result, the authors speculate that CaM4, unlike CaM1, will require a strong
Ca2+ signal, such as that associated with plant-pathogen interactions, to elicit a cellular response
(Gifford et al., 2013). This provides evidence to support a role for Ca2+/Mg2+ specificity in
stimulus-specific cellular response pathways. In the future, it will be valuable to establish
Ca2+/Mg2+ affinities of Ca2+ sensors as more biochemical data becomes available.
EF-hand Proteins
To date, the coordinate structures of more than 280 EF-hand proteins solved by X-ray
crystallography, and 130 NMR-derived structures have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(PDB; Bluhm et al., 2011). In overview, EF-hand proteins have been found to be involved in
various roles including muscle contraction (troponin C), signal transduction (CaM), and Ca2+buffering (calbindin D9k; Skelton et al., 1994; Holmes 1996, Lewit-Bently and Réty, 2000;
Grabarek, 2006). Typically EF-hands are paired and exhibit positive cooperativity. Calbindin
D9k, TnC, and CaM each have 2 pairs of EF-hands, each hand displaying an increased affinity
for Ca2+ after the partner has bound Ca2+ (Tjandra et al., 1995; Akke et al., 1991). For these
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proteins, the first Ca2+-binding event pays the entropic costs of decreasing backbone fluidity
which results in a higher Ca2+ affinity for the second binding site (Akke et al., 1991 and 1993)
Both TnC and CaM undergo conformational coupling, yet TnC is distinct from CaM in
that it solely interacts with Troponin I and Troponin T (Grabarek et al., 1992). Conversely, CaM
exhibits greater target breadth as it has been shown to interact with many different protein targets
(reviewed by Bouché et al., 2005; and Ranty et al., 2006). In mammalian systems TnC and CaM
have been the subjects of extensive studies concerning Ca2+ sensor proteins (Grabarek, 2011),
however in plant systems, CaM is by far the most abundant and well-studied EF-hand protein.
The Arabidopsis genome encodes ~250 EF-hand containing proteins (Reddy et al., 2002).
In addition to the CaMs, plants possess three additional large families of Ca2+ sensors: Ca2+dependent protein kinases (CPKs), calcineurin B-like proteins (CBLs), and CMLs (Defalco et.
al., 2009). CaMs, CBLs, and CMLs fall into the class of sensor relay proteins, whereas CPKs are
considered sensor responders which pair Ca2+ binding with kinase activity. Though not
considered to be a family of Ca2+ sensors, CBL-interacting proteins kinases (CIPKs) form a
signalling system whereby the CBLs possess Ca2+-binding activities that facilitate interactions
with their CIPK partner(s). The interacting CBL-CIPK complexes then carryout regulatory
functions in planta (Kudla et al., 2010). Remarkably, although CaM is highly conserved
throughout all eukaryotes, CBLs, CPKs, and CMLs are found only in plants and some protists
(Perochon et al., 2011).
1.3 CaM and CMLs
CaM and CMLs in Plants
The Arabidopsis genome encodes 7 CaM genes (AtCaM1-AtCaM7), encoding 4 distinct
but highly conserved CaM isoforms differing only by up to 4 amino acids. The conservation of
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so many CaM genes suggests they either display different expression patterns, or are needed to
ensure sufficient quantities of CaM are produced to be functionally relevant (McCormack and
Braam 2003; McCormack et al., 2005). In addition, the Arabidopsis genome encodes 50 CML
proteins which range from 16.1-74.5% sequence identity with conserved CaM (AtCaM2)
(McCormack et al., 2003). Likewise, the rice genome encodes 32 CMLs (Boonburapong &
Buaboocha, 2007). The Arabidopsis CaMs and CMLs are divided into 9 phylogenetic groups
(Appendix A, Figure 1; McCormack and Braam, 2003). Like CaM, the CMLs are predicted to
possess EF-hands, and no other known functional domains. AtCaMs have 149 amino acids and
possess 4 EF-hand domains. Conversely, AtCMLs range from 80-330 amino acids and possess
from 2-4 predicted EF-hand domains with only CML1 (1 EF-hand) and CML12 (6 EF-hands)
deviating from this standard (McCormack and Braam, 2003). The evolutionary divergence of the
CMLs from CaM suggests that AtCMLs play distinct roles in Ca2+ signalling. Furthermore, the
persistence of these CMLs across plant taxa suggests that their roles are functionally significant
and possibly conserved (McCormack and Braam 2003; McCormack et al., 2005).
Structural and Biochemical Properties of CaMs and CMLs
CaM is considered to be a quintessential Ca2+ sensor, possessing high nM to low µM
binding affinities for Ca2+, and undergoing conformational changes upon Ca2+ binding (Gilli et
al., 1998). The X-ray crystal structure of CaM resembles a dumbbell. The protein consists of
two globular domains, each containing two EF-hands joined by the EFβ-scaffold, which are
connected by a long α-helix that serves as the flexible linker between the N- and C-terminal
lobes (Babu et al., 1985). The 4 EF-hand structure is consistent across CaMs from bovine brain,
(Wolff et al., 1977) insect muscle, (Cox et al., 1981), wheat germ (Yoshida et al., 1983), and
zucchini (Dieter et al., 1985) to name a few (reviewed in Dieter et al., 1985). In the absence of
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Ca2+, CaM adopts the energetically favourable ‘closed’ conformation, wherein hydrophobic
residues are buried within the core of the protein. Upon Ca2+-binding, the protein adopts the
‘open’ conformation exposing two hydrophobic surfaces on the N- and C-terminal domains of
CaM that are rich in methionine (Met) residues (Yuan et al., 1999, Yamniuk et al., 2004).
After CaM’s hydrophobic residues become exposed for interaction with protein targets,
target sites (CaM-binding domains) typically form an amphipathic α-helix in response to CaM
binding (Cox et al., 1985; O’Neil and Degrado, 1990, Dash et al., 1997 etc.). The hydrophobic
side chains of the α-helix will then interact with CaM’s hydrophobic residues. Interactions
between CaM and protein targets are not, however, only dependent on hydrophobic exposure.
The order of association between Ca2+, CaM, and its target, in addition to the order and number
of Ca2+ ions bound, play a role in coordinating CaM-target interactions (Haiech et al., 1981,
Babu et al., 1985, Crivici and Ikura et al., 1995 etc.). Valeyev et al., (2007), for example,
demonstrated that CaM can bind peptide targets with less than 4 EF-hands bound and showed
that when peptides are bound to CaM with a different number of Ca2+ ions bound (3-4 versus less
than 3), Ca2+ dissociation constants differ.
A technique useful for comparing CaM isoforms at the level of secondary structure is farUV circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD). CD is a biochemical technique that uses the
transmittance of circularly polarized light to estimate the proportion of α-helix, β-sheet, β-turn,
and unstructured regions that exist in a given protein. A spectral increase at 190 nm and
decreases at 208 nm and 222 nm indicate increases in α-helical character. By far-UV CD, apoCaM has been shown to possess inherently strong α-helical character reported to range from ~2845% (Martin and Bayley, 1986). Upon the addition of Ca2+, the α-helical content of CaM has
been shown to increase to ~35-54% showing at minimum a ~10% increase in α-helical character
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(compiled by Martin and Bayley, 1986). CaM isoforms across different species also show similar
structural characteristics. Both bovine brain and zucchini CaMs show similar increases in αhelical character in the presence of Ca2+ by both far- and near-UV circular dichroism spectra
(Dieter et al., 1985).
As to be expected, similarities and differences exist between the CMLs that have been
biochemically characterized and the quintessential Ca2+-sensor, CaM. The structure of the
CML34 N-terminus, one of the first CML structures solved by NMR spectroscopy, revealed two
EF-hands, wherein only one adopts the ‘open’ conformation in the presence of Ca2+ (Song et al.,
2004). The closely related paralogs CML42 and CML43 of CML sub-group 7 have also been
biochemically characterized by CD (Dobney et al., 2009; Bender et al., 2014). Far-UV CD of
apo-CML42 shows a spectral maximum at 190 nm and local minima at 208 nm and 222 nm.
These spectral features, corroborated by 1H-15N HSQC NMR chemical shifts in the central HN
region (7.5-8.5 p.p.m), indicate that like apo-CaM, apo-CML42 possesses significant α-helical
content. Likewise, far-UV CD and 1H-15N HSQC NMR spectra for apo-CML43 indicate that
CML43 also possesses significant α-helical content (Bender et al., 2014). However, unlike CaM,
Ca2+-CML43 shows no significant change, and Ca2+-CML42 in fact shows a 2% decrease in αhelical character by far-UV CD (Dobney et al., 2009; Bender et al., 2014). How these subtle
differences in structural rearrangement during Ca2+ binding to CMLs might impact their function
remains unclear.
Another biochemical technique that has been used to characterize Ca2+ sensors is 8anilino-1-napthalene sulfonate (ANS) fluorescence spectroscopy. ANS is a small chemical probe
that exhibits a blue-shift and increase in fluorescence emission from 400-600 nm when radiated
with an excitation wavelength of 380 nm in a non-polar or hydrophobic environment.
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Consequently, ANS is a useful probe for assessing increases in protein hydrophobicity. NMR
spectroscopy and increases in ANS fluorescence demonstrate that in the presence of Ca2+,
CML42 and -43 undergo Ca2+-dependent conformational changes to expose hydrophobic
residues, contributing to the notion that CML42 and -43 behave like canonical Ca2+ sensors
(Dobney et al., 2009; Bender et al., 2014).
Similar increases in α-helical character and hydrophobic exposure have been
demonstrated by far-UV CD and ANS for Oryza sativa (Oryza) CaMs and CMLs
(Chinpongpanich et al., 2011). OsCaM1, -2-3, and OsCML4,-5, -8, and -11 demonstrate from
0.63-1.52 fold-increases in α-helical content in the presence of Ca2+. Furthermore, increases in
ANS fluorescence emission in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 were observed, ranging from 1.595.02-fold among the CMLs (Chinpongpanich et al., 2011). These Ca2+-dependent increases in
ANS fluorescence emission are similar to those observed for conserved CaM (LaPorte et al.,
1980; Appendix 1, Figure 5) and illustrate a conservation of Ca2+-dependent secondary and
tertiary structural characteristics across plant CaMs and CMLs.
ITC, which measures the heat that is released or absorbed during a bimolecular binding
event, has been useful for biochemical comparisons between CMLs and CaM with respect to
Ca2+ binding. Conserved CaM has predicted Ca2+ affinities of Kd1 = 540 nM, Kd2 = 819 nM, Kd3
= 2.7 μM and Kd4 = 22.8 μM, respectively (Gilli et al., 1998). These are considered to be highaffinity Ca2+ binding sites. ITC of CML42 and CML43, respectively, with Ca2+ either in the
presence or absence of a Mg2+ background, shows both CMLs possess Ca2+-affinities in the
range typical of Ca2+ sensors (~10-6-10-7 M; Dobney et al., 2009, Gifford et al., 2007). CML42
has one predicted high Ca2+-affinity site, the N- terminal EF-hand, (Kd = 340 nM), whereas
CML43 has one high Ca2+-affinity site (Kd = 8.16 nM) and two lower Ca2+-affinity sites (Kd =
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4.85 µM). Lower-affinity sites are suggested to play regulatory roles for CML43 (Bender et al.,
2014), conversely, higher-affinity sites possessed by CML42 and CML43 (~nM range) would
most likely be constitutively bound at resting conditions, and are consequently more suggestive
of playing a structural role (Dobney et al., 2009; Bender et al., 2014).
In summary, biochemical analyses have been useful in exploring the structural properties
of the many CMLs predicted by genome sequencing, and have empirically supported the notion
that these proteins likely function as Ca2+ sensors in plants. It will be interesting to see
biochemical data for other CMLs as they become available in the future and to establish how the
biochemistry of CMLs ultimately relates to cellular function.
Physiological Roles of Plant CaMs
A myriad of physiological roles and associated protein partners have been elucidated for
plant CaMs and CMLs, based in part, on genetic analysis. Numerous CaM interactors have been
identified in plants, these include protein kinases (Vanoosthuyse et al., 2003, Oh et al., 2012),
phosphatases (Liu et al., 2007), transcription factors (Park et al., 2005; Du et al., 2009),
Ca2+dependent ATPases, chaperones (Snedden and Fromm, 2001), and many other proteins and
protein families of known (Delaney et al., 2006) and unknown function (Bouché et al., 2005).
One well studied CaM-target interaction in plants is that of CaM and Arabidopsis Dwarf Mutant
1 (AtDWF1) protein, which provides support for CaM’s role in plant development. CaM has
been shown to interact in vivo with AtDWF1, an enzyme involved in the catalysis of
brassinosteroids, a key class of hormones for plant growth (Du and Poovaiah, 2005). Mutant
DWF1 Arabidopsis displays a dwarf phenotype; additionally, cross-breeding Arabidopsis DWF1
mutants with CaM mutants was unable to restore the wild-type phenotype, providing genetic
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evidence to support the role of CaM in brassinosteroid synthesis and plant growth (Du and
Poovaiah 2005; Ranty et al., 2006).
CaM has also been implicated in abiotic stress responses. Arabidopsis CaM3 loss-offunction mutants (Atcam3) showed decreased thermotolerance in response to short-term heatshock, and Arabidopsis overexpressing AtCaM3 showed increased thermotolerance (Zhang et al.,
2009). What’s more, a decrease or increase in the accumulation of heat shock protein (HSP)
HSP18.2, HSP25.3, and HSP83 in CaM3 knockouts and CaM3 overexpressing Arabidopsis,
respectively, suggests AtCaM3 is involved in thermotolerance (Zhang et al., 2009). In addition to
abiotic stress response, roles for plant CaMs in biotic stress, or plant defense, have been
determined. In transgenic tobacco cells expressing a mutant of CaM that cannot be methylated
post-translationally (VU-3 CaM, Lys-Arg115), VU-3 CaM hyperactivates CaM-dependent
NAD-kinase after exposure to bacteria, cellulases, and mechanical stress stimuli. This leads to a
significant increase in the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS; Harding et al., 1997).
Moreover, leaves of transgenic tobacco for VU-3 CaM inoculated with Pseudomonas syringae
(P. syringae) demonstrate accelerated cell death compared to wild-type tobacco (Harding and
Roberts, 1998; Reddy et al., 2011), collectively, these results suggest that CaM is important in
regulating appropriate responses to pathogen infection.
These are but a few examples that highlight the diversity of roles that CaM plays in plant
stress response and development and many more can be found in recent reviews (Ranty et al.,
2006, Perochon et al., 2011, Cheval et al., 2013).
Roles of CMLs in Plant Development
It is no surprise given the various roles played by CaM in plant development, that CMLs
have also been implicated in a range of developmental events. The knockout mutant of
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Arabidopsis cml42 exhibits aberrant trichome branching, averaging 4 or more branches
compared to 3 in wild-type (Dobney et al., 2009). Dobney et al., (2009) also revealed KIC
(kinesin-like CaM binding protein-interacting Ca2+-binding protein) as an interactor of CML42, a
protein that binds to and negatively regulates the activity of a CaM-target, kinesin-like motor
protein (KCBP), which regulates trichome morphology (Reddy et al., 2004). Moreover,
Arabidopsis overexpressing KIC displayed reduced trichome branching, providing strong
evidence to support the role of CML42 in the regulation of trichome branching (Reddy et al.,
2004).
CML12, also known as TCH3, plays a role in plant development that is coordinated by
auxin signalling. Auxin is a key hormone involved in regulating plant growth and development
and Ca2+ oscillations are believed to guide auxin transport, particularly in gravitropic growth
responses (Lee et al., 1983 and 1984). CML12 is upregulated in response to auxin and has been
shown to interact with PINIOD, a serine/threonine kinase also involved in controlling auxin
transport, in a Ca2+-dependent manner (Benjamins et al., 2003). PINOID does not phosphorylate
CML12, but it appears that CML12 acts upstream of PINOID, negatively regulating PINOID
activity, leading to a reduced apical efflux of auxin.
More recently, CML39 has been found to play a role in seedling establishment (Bender
et al., 2013). cml39 mutant Arabidopsis grown in the absence of sucrose enter a state of
developmental arrest. Root growth is stunted to a few millimetres and seedlings are unable to
grow true leaves (Bender et al., 2013). Similarly, the quintuple phytochrome knockout (phyA
phyB phyC phyD phyE) shows a developmental arrest in the absence of sucrose when grown
under red light (Strasser et al., 2010). The cml39 mutant displays additional defects in
photomorphogenesis such as decreased hypocotyl elongation in the absence of both sucrose and
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light (Bender et al., 2013). These results suggest that CML39 might be involved in a pathway
where sucrose signaling overlaps with the ability of Arabidopsis to respond to red light. In
addition, the cotyledons of cml39 Arabidopsis are unable to develop starch granules when grown
in the absence of sucrose (Bender et al., 2013). The ability of cml39 Arabidopsis to grow starch
granules in the presence of sucrose, however, suggests that pathways involved in starch
biosynthesis are only inactive, and not abolished in the cml39 mutants. Based on a similar
phenotype among mutants impaired in phytochrome degradation (Debrieux et al., 2013), a model
for CML39 function in phytochrome turnover during seedling establishment has been proposed
(Bender et al., 2013) but in vivo evidence to support such a hypothesis is still needed.
CML39 also appears to play a role in biotic stress response. Consistent with microarray
data, CML39-promoter analysis suggests that CML39 is expressed strongly and broadly in
response to treatment with methyl jasmonate (MeJA), a plant hormone involved in signalling
during plant immune responses (Cheong and Choi, 2003), in Arabidopsis seedlings. Moreover,
the role of CML39 in additional developmental processes is being investigated (Snedden,
Teresinski, Ubaid, unpublished). It will be interesting to discern how these findings contribute to
the story that features CML39 as an important player in Ca2+ signalling mediated Arabidopsis
development.
Another CML involved in both development and stress response is CML24 (Delk et al.,
2005). CML24 was first identified as a gene upregulated in response to touch (Braam and Davis,
1990), however, subsequent studies revealed that CML24 expression is also induced in response
to darkness, heat, cold, hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), ABA, and indole-3-acetic acid (IAA, a
member of the auxin class of hormones; Delk et al., 2005). In addition, Arabidopsis
underexpressing CML24 are better able to grow in the presence of excess CoCl2, ZnSO4, and
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MgCl2 and sequester similar levels of metals to wild-type, suggesting the knockdown plants
might be better able to tolerate toxic ions. CML24-underexpressing Arabidopsis also show
delayed flowering when grown under long-day photo periods, which suggests that CML24, and
consequently Ca2+ signatures, play a role in the long-day flowering pathway (Delk et al., 2005;
Koornneef et al., 1991 and 1998; Love et al., 2004). Interestingly, although the CML24 paralog,
cml23, shows no significant flowering phenotype, the cml23/cml24 mutant Arabidopsis shows
delayed flowering. To determine where CML23 and CML24 function within the flowering
pathway, Tsai et al., (2007) analyzed the levels of FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT) and
SUPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS1 (SOC1) which are involved in
integrating the autonomous and photoperiod regulatory pathways that control flowering, in the
cml24 and cml23/cml24 double mutants. SOC1 expression decreased in all mutants, conversely
FT and SOC expression was upregulated in the cml24 missense mutant. The altered expression
of these genes in the mutants suggest that CML23 and CML24 act upstream of FT and SOC1. It
is notable that, in the cml23/cml24 mutants, nitric oxide (NO) synthesis, believed to be involved
in the timing to flowering, (He et al., 2004) is upregulated. This suggests that CML23 and
CML24 might control the timing to flowering through regulating enzymes involved in NO
production (Tsai et al., 2007).
Although no protein interactors have been found for CML23 and CML24 to support their
hypothesized role in regulating timing to flower, CML24 has been found to interact with ATG4b,
a cysteine protease involved in the formation of autophagosomes, which are involved in directing
content to vacuoles for degradation (Tsai et al., 2012). Hopefully as targets of other CMLs are
identified, additional roles of CMLs in plant development will be revealed.
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Roles of CMLs in Abiotic Stress Response
Several Arabidopsis CMLs have been found to play a role in abiotic stress response.
CML37, CML38, and CML39, three closely related CML genes of subfamily 6 from Arabidopsis,
are induced in response to various abiotic stress treatments (Vanderbeld and Snedden, 2007).
CML-promoter:reporter activity for these three CMLs increased in response to wounding,
salinity, and drought stress. Similarly, microarray analysis of Arabidopsis shoot tissue showed a
slight increase (greater than 1- but less than 10-fold) in CML38 transcript abundance and a ~100fold increase in CML37 transcript levels in response to wounding, osmotic stress, and drought.
Microarray analysis of Arabidopsis root tissue showed ~10-fold increases in CML39 in response
to wounding, salt, osmotic, and drought stress (reviewed by Vanderbeld and Snedden, 2007).
More recently, AtCML9 (CML9) has been implicated in abiotic as well as biotic stress
(Magnan et al., 2008; Leba et al., 2012). Salinity, cold, dehydration, and treatment with ABA
induce rapid transient increases in CML9 transcript levels. Further investigation showed that
CML9 expression is reduced by ~70% in both the ABA-deficient mutant (aba1-5) and the ABAinsensitive mutant (abai1-1), and that the induction of CML9 expression in response to salinity
stress was predominantly regulated by ABA (Magnan et al., 2008). Remarkably, cml9 knockout
plants are hypersensitive to exogenous ABA, and show enhanced tolerance to salinity and
drought (Magnan et al., 2008).
AtCML18 (CML18), also known as AtCaM15, has also been found to function in salinitystress responses, based on its interaction with the Arabidopsis Na+/H+ antiporter AtNHX1
(Yamaguchi et al., 2005). In yeast, CML18 co-localizes to the vacuolar lumen along with the Cterminus of AtNHX1, which plays an important role in regulating Na+/H+ antiporter activity
(Yamaguchi et al., 2003). In addition, co-expression data supports the downregulation of
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AtNHX1 activity in the presence of CML18. The interaction between CML18 and AtNHX1 was
also found to be pH dependent. Interestingly, high vacuolar pH has been noted in response to salt
stress (Gruwel et al., 2001; Okazaki et al., 1996). Hence, it is likely that CML18 typically
represses AtNHX1 activity at resting conditions, and at increasing pH the repression of AtNHX1
by CML18 is released allowing for an increased rate of vacuolar Na+ accumulation.
CML19, the CML18 paralog also referred to as CENTRIN2, and CML42 both play roles
in stress response to UV exposure (Molinier et al., 2004; Vadassery et al., 2012b). Transgenic
Arabidopsis supressing cml19, and cml42 knockout Arabidopsis display an increased sensitivity
to UV stress. CML19 has been previously shown to move to the nucleus in response to UV-C
stress and function during UV-induced DNA damage. Further support for the role of CML19 in
DNA-repair comes from the finding that CML19 interacts with AtRAD4, a protein involved in
DNA repair (Liang et al., 2006). Regarding CML42, loss-of-function cml42 Arabidopsis suffered
lower survival rates among plants exposed to UV-B; cml42 Arabidopsis had a ~16% lower
survival rate than the wild-type (WT) Arabidopsis after 1 hour of UV-B treatment. These
findings provide evidence to support the roles of CML19 and CML42 in UV stress response.
Roles of CMLs in Biotic Stress Response
Many CMLs are involved in biotic stress responses. Regulator of gene silencing CaM
(rgsCaM), a CML from tobacco, is upregulated in response to inoculation with the tobacco etch
virus and in transgenic tobacco expressing the potyviral protein HC-Pro (Anandalakshmi et al.,
2000) suggesting it plays a role in immune response. Similar to plants expressing HC-Pro, one
third of plants over-expressing rgsCaM develop a small tumor at the stem-root junction
(Anandalakchmi et al., 2000). rgsCaM has been shown to interact with HC-Pro in the yeast-two
hybrid system, and like HC-Pro, rgsCaM is thought to be involved in posttranscriptional gene
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silencing. When rgsCaM binds HC-Pro, the ability of HC-Pro to bind to dsRNA is reduced, and
it is subsequently targeted for degradation (Nakahara et al., 2012; discussed by Bender and
Snedden 2013). Consequently, rgsCaM is suggested to be involved in defense against viral
pathogens through the repression of viral protein activity (Nakahara et al., 2012).
Shortly after roles for CML9 in abiotic stress response were uncovered (Magnan et al.,
2008), CML9 was suggested to play a role in pathogen response (Leba et al., 2012). Thirty
minutes after the inoculation of WT Arabidopsis with P. syringae, CML9 transcripts increase by
several fold. In addition, the induction of CML9 was shown to be dependent on the flagellin22
peptide-induced pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMP) and salicylic acid (SA), a
hormone involved in defense signaling during pathogen attack. Furthermore, CML9 knockout
and overexpression Arabidopsis display an increased and decreased susceptibility, respectively,
to treatment with P. syringae (Leba et al., 2012) providing genetic evidence for the role of
CML9 in pathogen defence.
Roles for CMLs during herbivory response have also been observed. CML37 has been
shown to decrease susceptibility to herbivory (Scholz et al., 2014). CML37 is upregulated ~70fold in response to herbivory by Spodoptera littoralis (S. littoralis), a generalist herbivore, ~60fold in response to wounding, and ~6-fold in response to the oral secretions (OS) of S. littoralis.
The expression of CML42 is also induced in response to OS exposure, but not, however, in
response to wounding, suggesting it is an OS-specific herbivory response (Vadassery et al.,
2012a). By comparison, the induction of CML37 in response to herbivory is believed to be
predominantly due to wounding stress. Analysis of S.littoralis herbivory on cml37 mutants
suggests that CML37 is a positive regulator of herbivory defense (Scholz et al., 2014).
S.littoralis gained significantly more weight feeding on cml37 mutants than on wild-type plants.
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Furthermore, post-feeding by S.littoralis larvae, levels of JA-Ile (isoleucine-conjugated jasmonic
acid), and cis-OPDA (a biosynthetic precursor of JA) were lower in cml37 mutants than in wildtype plants, suggesting that CML37 is involved in regulating JA production, which is involved in
regulating growth, and plant responses to abiotic and biotic stress (reviewed by Sembdner an
Parthier, 1993). The cml42 mutant shows an induction in JA-responsive genes, and greater
sensitivity to the perception of JA in response to feeding by S.littoralis larvae, suggesting that
CML42 behaves as a negative regulator of plant defense. In contrast, the cml37 mutant showed a
corresponding decrease in the accumulation of JA and in the expression of JA-responsive genes.
Collectively, these data suggest that CML37 positively mediates herbivory responses
coordinated through JA signalling (Scholz et al., 2014) and that CML42 plays a role in responses
to herbivory that are distinct from those of CML37 (Vadassery et al., 2012a).
Another CML implicated in pathogenic stress response is APR134 in tomato, orthologous
to CML42 and CML43 in Arabidopsis. As discussed, CML42 is upregulated in response to OS
exposure and CML43 is upregulated in leaves by exposure to virulent or avirulent P. Syringae
(Chiasson et al., 2005). Overexpression of CML43 in Arabidopsis causes an accelerated
hypersensitive response to infection with P. syringae. In response to treatment with SA, CML43
transcript and protein levels increase in root tissue of Arabidopsis seedlings, providing further
support for the role of CML43 in biotic stress response (Bender et al., 2014). Additionally,
biochemical evidence supports CML43 as a Ca2+ sensor. Recombinant CML43 exhibits a gelshift in the presence of Ca2+ which is a strong indicator of Ca2+-binding activity, and ITC data,
previously discussed (Bender et al., 2014), shows that CML43 has Ca2+ affinities in the range of
a typical Ca2+ sensor. Together, this evidence provides support for CML43’s role in Ca2+mediated plant immune response (Chiasson et al., 2005).
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Despite the advances, described above, that have been made in understanding the roles of
CMLs in plants, of the 50 CMLs in the model plant Arabidopsis, most remain unstudied. Given
the ubiquitous nature of Ca2+ signalling, and the central role that Ca2+ sensors play in interpreting
those signals, it is important to investigate the biochemical, genetic, and physiological properties
of all members of the various Ca2+ sensor families. Such knowledge will make important
contributions to the long-term goal of achieving a complete picture of how cells use Ca2+ to
coordinate their responses to so many different internal and external signals. Consequently, in
my thesis research, I chose to explore the properties and functions of two previously unstudied
CMLs, CML15 and CML16, as part of our lab’s broader effort to unravel the roles of all
members of the CML family in Arabidopsis.
1.4 CML15 and CML16 Current Review
CML15 and CML16 are proteins of 157 and 161 residues, respectively, that are predicted
to serve as Ca2+ sensor proteins in Arabidopsis, sharing ~73.9% amino acid identity with each
other and ~39.5% identity to Arabidopsis CaM2, an evolutionarily conserved isoform of CaM (A
neighbour-joining tree showing the relationships between the amino-acid sequences of
Arabidopsis CaMs and CMLs is shown in Appendix A, Figure 1). CML15 and CML16 are
paralogous members of the Arabidopsis CML subfamily 4 along with CML17 and CML18
(Appendix A, Figure 1). Like CaM, both CMLs are predicted to possess 4 functional EF-hand
domains, but no other known functional domains. In addition, CML15 and CML16 have been
suggested possess C-terminal extensions which may play a role in target specificity, or as
sequences for sub-cellular localization, although empirical data has yet to support this
(McCormack and Braam, 2003; Fuchs et al., 2011). Both CMLs have previously been shown to
bind Ca2+ and undergo Ca2+-dependent conformational changes to expose hydrophobic residues
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(Ogunrinde, Honour’s Thesis, unpublished, 2013), suggesting that CML15 and CML16 likely
function as Ca2+ sensors. Although their function remains unclear, sequence divergence from
CaM suggests that these CMLs play distinct physiological roles from those of CaM.
Publicly available transcriptomic databases suggest that CML15 and CML16 show
divergent expression patterns typical of closely-related paralogous CMLs, whereby one CML
(CML16) exhibits constitutively broad expression throughout plant tissues, and the other CML
(CML15) exhibits a low expression pattern restricted to only a few tissue types (McCormack et
al., 2005; the BAR, 2013). Arabidopsis microarray data indicates that CML15 is highly, and
almost exclusively, transcribed in mature stamen tissue, having a relative expression value of
~153 in stamens (McCormack et al., 2005). In comparison, CML16 expression is greatest in
cotyledons and the radicle where relative expression values are ~3900 and ~2803, respectively.
CML16 shows a wider expression profile than CML15 across tissues types and a greater level of
expression (more than 100-fold greater) in almost all tissues. Expression profiles for CML15 and
CML16 in Arabidopsis tissues are outlined in Appendix A, Figure 2 (adapted from McCormak et
al., 2005). Transcriptomic data from stimulus-response experiments compiled by McCormack et
al., (2005) shows that CML15 is most responsive to syringolin (an elicitor from P. syringae)
demonstrated by a ~16.7 fold increase in its presence, and that CML16 is most responsive to
cycloheximide (a protein biosynthesis inhibitor) increasing by ~7.7 fold upon exposure. Neither
CML15 nor CML16, however, was strongly induced in response to a variety of other biotic or
abiotic stressors (McCormack et al., 2005).
A word of caution is needed as discrepancies can exist between transcript detection
methods and further analysis of CML15 and CML16 expression, particularly at the cell- and
tissue-type level, is merited. Although microarray data obtained from Genevestigator predicted
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CML15 to be substantially higher in stamens, data obtained by Massively Parallel Signature
Sequencing (MPSS) suggests CML15 is expressed at similar levels in all tissues (McCormack et
al., 2005). Research presented in this thesis aims to provide more comprehensive expression data
for both CML15 and CML16 in an effort to shed light on their respective functions.
More recently, Vadassery et al., (2012b) investigated the transcript levels of a number of
CMLs in response to the OS of S. littoralis larvae. CML16 transcript was one of the few CMLs
found to be upregulated in response to leaf application of OS, showing the greatest induction 30
minutes after treatment (~5 fold). Interestingly, microarray data had previously suggested that
CML16 is downregulated in response to methyl-jasmonate (MeJA; McCormack and Braam
2005), a hormone important in herbivory response. These data suggests that if CML16 is
involved in herbivory signalling, it may be functioning through a JA-independent pathway.
A few other global expression studies have turned up clues as to CML15 and CML16
function. Wang and colleagues (2008) investigated the transcriptomic changes that occur during
pollen germination (PG) and pollen tube growth (PTG). In addition to cation/hydrogen
exchangers, and heat shock protein families, changes in expression of 5 CaM and 19 CMLs were
detected during PG and PTG. CML15 expression increased during PTG and CML16 expression
was upregulated during both PG and PTG. This is interesting given that Ca2+ oscillations are
crucial in the regulation of PG and PTG (Steer and Steer, 1989; Taylor and Helper, 1997;
Franklin–Tong, 1999).
Proteomic mass spectroscopy data (pep2pro database, http://fgcz-pep2pro.uzh.ch/) is
unfortunately unavailable for CML15, suggesting that it may not be translated to detectable
levels in Arabidopsis tissues. CML16 on the other hand was detected in light grown cell culture,
floral tissue, and siliques, but at basal levels (normalized spectral counts of ~0.17 in light grown
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cell culture, ~0.12 in flowers, and ~0.16 in siliques). To date, this is the sole set of proteomic
data concerning the expression of these two CMLs.
Collectively, little is known about CML15 and CML16. As part of a broader effort to
understand the functions of all Arabidopsis CMLs, the aim of my thesis has been to explore the
properties and roles of CML15 and CML16. Ideally, the protein biochemistry and physiological
roles of most, if not all, CMLs will someday be elucidated, and, given the importance of Ca2+
signaling in stimulus response, may prove valuable to technologies aimed at engineering crops
enhanced for stress tolerance or improved yield.
Research Objectives
A multidisciplinary approach is needed to help uncover what roles CML15 and CML16 may be
playing in Ca2+ signal transduction. Consequently, the objectives of my thesis are as follows:
1) To explore the developmental phenotype of loss-of-function (knockout) mutants of
CML15, and CML16 in an effort to gain insight into their physiological roles.
2) To investigate the cell- and tissue-specific expression patterns of CML15 and CML16
using promoter-reporter analyses (histochemical and fluorometric GUS assays) RTPCR, and immunoblotting in an effort to gain insight into their physiological roles.
3) To characterize the biochemical properties of recombinant CML15 and CML16 so as
to evaluate their potential to serve as Ca2+ sensors in Arabidopsis by ANS
fluorescence spectroscopy, CD spectroscopy, ITC spectroscopy, and Ca2+-dependent
phenyl-sepharose column chromatography.
4) To identify protein interactors of CML15 and CML16 by the yeast two-hybrid
technique in an effort to better understand the Ca2+ signalling pathways these CMLs
are involved in.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Methods
2.1 Construct Design and Cloning
Oligonucleotide primers used for PCR-based plasmid construct design in this thesis may
be found in the Appendix B, Table 1.
Cloning CML15 and CML16 into pET21b
CML15 and CML16 were cloned into the pET21b vector for recombinant expression in
Escherichia coli (E.coli). The genomic region from the ATG translation start site to the TGA
translation stop site of CML15 (AT1G18530), and CML16 (ATG3G25600), were previously
amplified by PCR and independently subcloned into the pET21b expression vector (Novagen)
(Snedden and S. Phean-o-pas, unpublished). The evolutionarily-conserved CaM, CaM81 from
petunia, which is 100% identical to Arabidopsis CaM2, and cloned into a pET5a vector, was a
gift from Hillel Fromm (Tel Aviv University). All constructs were transformed into E. coli
recombinant expression strain BL21 (DE3) RPRIL or PLysS (Novagen), for the expression of
recombinant CML15, CML16 or CaM81, respectively.
Cloning the CML15 promoter and CML16 promoter into pBI101
The putative promoter regions of CML15 and CML16 were cloned into the binary vector
pBI101 to control the expression of the gene-reporter, beta-glucuronidase (GUS; Jefferson et al.,
1987). The regions of genomic DNA upstream of CML15 (CML15pro) and CML16 (CML16pro)
from the stop site of the nearest upstream gene to the ATG start translation site of each
respective CML were previously subcloned (Ogunrinde, Honour’s thesis, unpublished, 2013)
into the binary vector pBI101 to yield CML15pro::GUS and CML16pro::GUS constructs.
Primers are outlined in Appendix B, Table 1. CML15pro (591 bp) and CML16pro (700 bp) are
referred to as the putative promoter regions of CML15 and CML16, respectively. Each construct
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was confirmed by sequencing (SickKids, Toronto) and chemically transformed into
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain GV3101 for stable transformation into Arabidopsis via the
floral dip method (Clough and Bent, 1998), also previously performed by Ogunrinde (Honour’s
thesis, unpublished, 2013).
Cloning CML15 and CML16 into pGBKT7
CML15 and CML16 were cloned into the pGBKT7 yeast two-hybrid expression vector
downstream of the GAL4 DNA-binding domain (DNA-BD) for the expression of GAL4 DNABD:CML15 and GAL4 DNA-BD:CML16 fusion proteins, respectively. The open reading frames
of CML15 and CML16 were amplified by PCR from the CML15:pET21b and CML16:pET21b
constructs, respectively, using CML15-specific primers and CML16-specific primers which are
outlined in Appendix B, Table 1. Each construct was confirmed by sequencing (SickKids). Each
construct was then transformed into the PJ69-4A yeast strain essentially as described in the
Matchmaker GAL4 protocol (Clontech) and was assessed for fusion-protein expression by
immunoblotting using anti-CML15/CML16 antisera (described below).
Cloning CML15 and CML16 into pRZ899
CML15 and CML16 were cloned into pRZ899 for the constitutive expression of Flagtag::CML fusion proteins in planta to be used in CML-target co-purification strategies. The open
reading frames of CML15 and CML16 were amplified by PCR from the CML15:pET21b and
CML16:pET21b constructs respectively, using CM15-specific primers and CML16-specific
primers which are outlined in Appendix B, Table 1. Each amplicon was independently cloned
into the pRZ899 binary vector downstream of the ubiquitin-10 promoter and FLAG-tag for the
constitutive expression of FLAG-tag::CML15 and FLAG-tag::CML16 fusion proteins in planta,
respectively. Each confirmed construct was chemically transformed into Agrobacterium
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tumefaciens strain GV3101 for transformation into Arabidopsis via the floral dip method
(Clough and Bent, 1998).
2.2 Arabidopsis Material and Growth
Arabidopsis Transgenic Lines
cml15-1 (SALK_023198) and cml15-2 (SALK_142889) are (exon) T-DNA insertion
mutants for CML15, and cml16-1 (SALK_024662) and cml16-2 (GK 359C09-016879) are
(exon) T-DNA insertion mutants for CML16, all of which were grown during my BIOL537
thesis (Ogunrinde, Honour’s thesis, unpublished, 2013) for the purpose of phenotyping. The
predicted insertion positions are outlined in Appendix A, Figure 3. In brief, the cml15-1, cml152, and cml16-1 T-DNA insertion knock-out lines (SALK lines) were obtained from the
Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center (ABRC, The Ohio State University) and the cml16-2 TDNA insertion knock-out line (GABI-KAT line) was obtained from the GABI-Kat institute at
the Max Planck Institute for Plant Breeding (Alonso et al., 2003; Kleinboeltine et al., 2012). TDNA insertion mutants were grown on antibiotic-supplemented MS plates and transgenic
seedlings that survived were transplanted to soil after 10 days of incubation. Selection was
repeated for 3-4 generations after which the transgenic lines were screened by PCR on genomic
DNA to confirm homozygosity of the T-DNA insertions. The relevant PCR primers are
annotated and described in Appendix B, Table 1.
Second generation (T2) Arabidopsis for 8 CML15pro::GUS and 3 CML16pro::GUS
transgenic lines (Ogunrinde, Honour’s Thesis, unpublished, 2013) were selected for kanamycin
resistance and grown for two subsequent generations to obtain T4 homozygous transgenic lines,
which were considered suitable for analyses of CMLpro::GUS reporter activity. Preliminary
analysis showed comparable and reliable qualitative patterns of expression among several lines
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tested and CML15pro::GUS lines 1A and 3C were used to assay CML15pro::GUS reporter
activity, and lines 12A and 14B were used to assay CML16pro::GUS reporter activity.
First generation (T1) seed obtained from plants transformed with FLAG-tag::CML
constructs were harvested, sown to sterile petri dishes with 0.5 Murashige and Skoog (MS;
Murashige and Skoog 1962; Caisson Laboratories, Inc.) plates supplemented with kanamycin (as
described below) and grown to maturity. These transgenic plants were not ready for analysis but
are a useful tool for future work aimed at isolating CML15- or CML16-interacting proteins
through tag-based co-purification analysis.
Arabidopsis Growth Conditions
All experiments were performed with Columbia accession Arabidopsis thaliana (Col-0,
referred to as WT). All Arabidopsis seeds sown to soil were stratified at 4ºC for 3 days in the
dark, before transfer to a growth incubator set at a 16-h light (50 µmol/m²s) /8-h dark photo
period at 22ºC and at 70% relative humidity. Plants were supplemented with ~1 g/L 20-20-20
(N-P-K) fertilizer every 3 weeks until senescence. In some experiments, seeds were surface
sterilized for 4-6 hours with chlorine gas prior to plating and stratification on sterile petri dishes
with 0.5 MS media containing 0.8% (w/v) agar.
Transgenic lines were selected on media as described above supplemented with 1%
sucrose and the antibiotic for which each respective line was engineered to have resistance. The
cml15-1, cml15-2, and cml16-1 T-DNA insertion knock-out lines, CMLpro::GUS lines, and
FLAG-tag::CML lines of transgenic Arabidopsis were selected on (35 µg/mL) kanamycinsupplemented MS plates. The cml16-2 T-DNA insertional knockout was selected on (50 µg/mL)
sulfadiazine-supplemented MS plates.
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Phenotyping of Arabidopsis Knockout Lines
Developmental phenotypic analysis was carried out using cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1,
and cml16-2 T-DNA knockout lines alongside WT Arabidopsis as a control. Plants were
assessed every two days following stage descriptions outlined by Boyes et al., (2001). Three
biological replicates were analysed, 6 plants were sown per line per biological replicate. The
number of total replicates for each line ranged from 14-18. Plants were assessed every second
day for the number of true leaves greater in size than 1 mm. The time to bolting, as well as the
number of rosette leaves at the time of bolting were noted. One week post-bolting, the height
(cm), rosette diameter (cm), number of cauline paraclades, number of rosette paraclades, and
number of buds, flowers, and siliques on the primary inflorescence, were noted. The mean ±
standard error (SE) was plotted for each of the data sets, and Student’s t-tests, assuming a twotailed distribution and two-sample unequal variance, were used to determine significance (i.e.
where p<0.05).
Multiple Gene Knockout Transgenic Lines
Double knockout Arabidopsis lines were generated via cross-pollination of cml15 x
cml16, cml15 x cml39 (At1G76640), and cml16 x cml39 Arabidopsis. The cml15 x cml16 cross
was conducted for generating double knockout plants that could be used to elucidate any
overlapping function between CML15 and CML16. The cml15 x cml39 and the cml16 x cml39
crosses were performed based on transcriptomic data generated by Wang et al., (2008)
suggesting CML15, CML16, and CML39 are co-expressed in pollen. Pollen from cml15-1
Arabidopsis and cml15-2 Arabidopsis were independently crossed to stigmas of cml16-2
Arabidopsis to generate Arabidopsis heterozygous for both cml15 and cml16. Likewise, pollen
from cml39 Arabidopsis was independently crossed to stigma of cml15-1, cml15-2, and cml16-1
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Arabidopsis to generate Arabidopsis heterozygous for both cml15/cml39 and cml16/cml39. The
T1 progeny of these crosses were grown on MS plates supplemented with 35 µg/mL kanamycin
and 50 µg/ml sulfadiazine. Transgenic seedlings that survived selection were transplanted to soil
after 10 days of incubation. This selection processes was repeated for two generations. PCR was
performed on genomic DNA from surviving individuals to assess zygosity. Seeds were harvested
from all Arabidopsis homozygous for PCR-based confirmation of double knockout genotypes.
2.3 GUS Assays
Histochemical GUS Assays
Transgenic Arabidopsis for CMLpro::GUS were stained for GUS activity, as a proxy for
CML-promoter activity, using the protocol essentially described by Jefferson et al., (1987) with
the following exceptions. Plant tissue was fixed in 90% acetone at 4ºC for 1 hour, then rinsed in
double-deionized water 3 times before incubation in the GUS-staining solution (100 mM
NaH2PO4, 100 mM Na2HPO4, 10 mM EGTA and 0.1% (v/v) TritonX-100) with the substrate 5bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-D-glucuronide (X-gluc) added to 0.1 mg/ml. Tissues were incubated
for ~18 hours at 37ºC with shaking, and were subsequently rinsed several times with 70%
ethanol. Stained tissue was then stored in 70% ethanol. Developmental histochemical GUS
assays were performed on 1-, 7-, 10-, 22-, 25-day old, and fully mature Arabidopsis tissues
(stages outlined in Appendix B, Table 2). The representative developmental stages were selected
based on Boyes et al., (2001). Experimental conditions for abiotic stress histochemical GUS
assays are outlined in Appendix B, Table 3A and Table 3B, and were conducted as described by
the Arabidopsis eFP brower at the Bio-Analytic Resource for Plant Biology (BAR;
bar.utoronto.ca/ /efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi; Winter et al., 2007).
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Fluorometric GUS Assays
Transgenic Arabidopsis for CMLpro::GUS were quantitatively assayed for GUS activity
using the following protocol. Seedling, mature leaf, and mature floral tissues were harvested in
1.5-mL microfuge tubes and snap frozen with liquid nitrogen. Frozen tissue was ground with a
mircopestle. A small volume - 500 µL of QB buffer (0.1 M KPO4, 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% (v/v)
Triton X-100, 10% (v/v) glycerol, and 0.1% (w/v) N-lauryl sarcosine sodium salt) - a small
spatula of sand and 1.5-mm metal beads to facilitate grinding were added to the tissue. The
ground tissue was homogenized using the Next Advanced Bullet Blender ® at high speed for 5
minutes, samples centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4ºC, and the resulting supernatant
was assayed for protein concentration using the Bradford reagent (BioShop) as described
(Bradford, 1976). Protein extract (50 µL) was added to 450 µL QB buffer supplemented with 1
mM DTT and 0.5 mg/ml 4-Methylumbelliferyl- ß-D-glucuronide (MUG; BioShop) and samples
were incubated at 37ºC for 2 hours after which time reactions were quenched with 400 µL of 0.2
M Na2CO3.
For quantitative analysis of GUS activity, triplicate samples (200 µL) were assayed in a
black Fluotrac-200 96-well microplate and the emission fluorescence of 4-MU at 455 nm was
measured after excitation with wavelength of 365 nm. Average fluorescence values were
subsequently converted to units of specific activity (pmoles 4 MU/µg protein/min).
2.4 Biochemical Assays and Sample Preparation
Recombinant Protein Sample Preparation
Recombinant protein was prepared for biochemical analyses. E.coli cultures (10 mL)
expressing CaM81, CML15, or CML16, respectively, were grown overnight (~10 hours) at 37ºC
for recombinant expression. The 10-mL cultures were used to inoculate 1-1.25 L of LB media,
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until an OD600 = 0.6-0.8 was reached, at which point 0.5 mM isopropyl-β-Dthiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to induce protein expression. After 4-6 hours E.coli
cells were isolated by centrifugation and suspended in a lysis buffer (50 mM tris
(hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (Tris-Cl) pH 7.5, 1.5 mM EDTA, with DTT, benzamidine and
PMSF each added to 1 mM) at 1/20 culture volume and were lysed using a French® Pressure
Cell Press (Thermo Scientific).
Recombinant proteins were purified by Ca2+-dependent phenyl-sepharose column
chromatography, essentially as described by Zeilinski (2002) with the following exceptions. The
binding of CaM81, CML15, and CML16 (in 50 mM Tris-Cl, pH7.5) to phenyl-sepharose was
performed in the presence of 2 mM CaCl2, and 2-5 washes of 200 mM NaCl followed by 2-5
washes of 400 mM NaCl were performed prior to elution with 2 mM EGTA. Protein was eluted
over 8 fractions in volumes of elution buffer equivalent to the bed volume of the resin (~1-2
mL). The eluted fractions were resolved on 17% SDS-PAGE gels which were then stained with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue (R250) and subsequently destained (50% ddH20 (v/v), 40% MeOH
(v/v), and 10% glacial acetic acid (v/v)) to evaluate purity. Insufficiently pure fractions were
pooled, and re-purified over phenyl-sepharose 1-2 more times using the method described above.
A representative sample of pure CML15 can be found in Appendix A, Figure 4A.
Fractions containing CML16 were resolved by fast protein liquid chromatography
(FPLC) using a Superdex-75 gel-filtration column to eliminate contaminating proteins of ~37
and ~65 kD (Appendix A, Figure 4B). Prior to FPLC, the gel filtration column was preequilibrated with 2 mM EGTA (Tris-Cl pH 7.5). Fractions (2 mL) were collected and samples
(boiled for 5 minutes) were analysed by SDS-PAGE to identify fractions containing purified
CML16. Pure recombinant CMLs were concentrated using 4,000- or 10,000-kD cutoff Amicon®
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Ultra-4 spin-column centrifugal filters (Millipore). Protein samples were then dialysed over ~24
hours in five 2-hour sessions followed by one overnight session in 1L of dialysis buffer. Dialysis
conditions are outlined in Appendix B, Table 4.
Preparation of Plant Clarified Crude Extracts
Floral, mature leaf, mature root, and seedling tissues were snap frozen by liquid nitrogen
and manually ground to a fine powder by way of mortar and pestle in the presence of liquid
nitrogen. The amount of tissue processed ranged from 2-30 g. The powdered extracts were
immediately added to 2-50 mL plant extraction buffer (10% glycerol (v/v), 25 mM Tris-Cl, pH
7.5, 5 mM EGTA, and 250 mM mannitol) supplemented with 2-3% polyvinylpolypyrrolidone
(PVPP) (w/v) and 0.5 mL of the proteCEASE-100 protease inhibitor cocktail (G-Biosciences).
The samples were then centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 20 minutes. If the soluble fraction contained
tissue debris post-centrifugation, it was passed through Miracloth (CALBIOCHEM®) and/or
cheesecloth (VWR international). The resulting clarified crude soluble extracts were stored at
-80ºC. General tips for extraction and caveats to avoid are outlined in Appendix B, Table 5.
SDS-PAGE and Western Blotting
Clarified crude extracts from plant tissues were processed by Ca2+-dependent phenylsepharose column chromatography as described above. Aliquots from EGTA-eluted fractions
were analyzed by denaturing SDS-PAGE as described above. For western blotting, samples were
transferred onto polyvinyldene fluoride (PVDF) membranes using a semi-dry transfer apparatus
(Bio-Rad Laboratories). Membranes were blocked in PBS-T (Phosphate-buffered saline
containing 0.1% Tween-20) containing 5% (w/v) non-fat dried skimmed milk powder for
minimum 1 hour at room temperature with shaking. Antiserum (anti-CML15/16) was raised in a
rabbit (Animal Care Services, Queen’s University, Kingston ON, Canada) using 0.3 mg and 0.2
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mg purified recombinant CML15 and CML16, respectively, emulsified in TitreMax Gold
adjuvant (CytRx Corporation), followed by a second injection of 0.1 mg CML15 and 0.1 mg
CML16 four weeks later. Crude antiserum was immunopurified against both CML15 and
CML16 as described by Sambrook and Russell (2001). The anti-CML15 antibody was more
efficient at detecting both CML15 and CML16 and was therefore used for immunoblotting
assays. Immunoblots were incubated in 1:1000 dilution of anti-CML15 antiserum in PBS-T
containing 1% (w/v) non-fat dried skimmed milk powder for 1 hour at room temperature with
shaking, followed by three 5-minute washes in PBS-T. The blots were then incubated in
1:20,000 dilution of anti-rabbit alkaline-phosphatase-conjugated secondary antibody (SigmaAldrich) in PBS-T containing 1% (w/v) non-fat dried skimmed milk powder for 45 minutes at
room temperature with shaking. Washes were performed as described above. Blots were then
developed for visual detection with alkaline-phosphatase substrate solution (BCIP/NBT solution;
BioShop).
ANS Fluorescence Spectroscopy
The hydrophobic properties of recombinant CML15 and CML16 were monitored using
ANS (8-anilinonapthalene-1-sulfonic acid) fluorescence emission spectroscopy using an
excitation wavelength of 380 nm, and scanning emission spectra 430-600 nm, performed
essentially as described (Dobney et al., 2009). The fluorescence emission of 15 µM CML15 and
15 µM CML16 was monitored using 250 µM ANS (in ANS buffer: 10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 7.5,
containing 1 mM DTT, and 100 mM KCl). Spectra were recorded at room temperature (22ºC)
under various conditions of CaCl2, MgCl2, EGTA, and Na3C6H6O7 in ANS buffer, as outlined in
Figure 10. Samples were monitored for fluorescence emission using black Fluotrac-200 96-well
microplates on a Spectramax Gemini XS spectrophotometer. Ca2+-CaM81 (15 µM) was
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monitored as a positive control for ANS florescence and for comparison to the ANS fluorescence
of CML15 and CML16, respectively, under the conditions tested (Figure 4, Appendix C). ANS
background fluorescence was monitored and subtracted from the fluorescence readings of the
protein-ANS buffer conditions. Average fold-increases in peak florescence emission of ANS in
the presence of 15 µM CML15, 15 µM CML16 or 15 µM CaM81, in the presence of 1 mM
CaCl2 + 5 mM MgCl2 versus 1 mM MgCl2, were calculated as the fold-increase in fluorescence
(or hydrophobicity) due to Ca2+-binding. Fold-induction was averaged over four biological
replicates. Three technical replicates per condition were assayed and four biological replicates
were performed in total. Two of the experimental replicates have previously been described
(Ogunrinde, Honour’s thesis, unpublished, 2013; Davidson, Honour’s thesis, unpublished, 2014).
Phenyl-sepharose Chromatography of Recombinant CMLs under various Conditions
In order to assess the dependence and specificity of hydrophobic exposure on Ca2+
binding, the ability of CML15 and CML16 to bind to, and elute from, phenyl-sepharose under
various ionic conditions was tested. Aliquots of recombinant CML15 and CML16 were each
split equally into four smaller fractions. Protein samples and the associated wash buffers were
supplemented with either (free) 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, or 1
mM EGTA, respectively, prior to phenyl-sepharose binding. Proteins were purified by Ca2+dependent hydrophobic interaction column chromatography, essentially as described above. Post
phenyl-sepharose binding, one 10 mL bed-volume wash of 200 mM KCl was followed by one 10
mL bed-volume wash of 400 mM KCl. Protein bound in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2, or 1 mM EGTA was eluted by 2 mM EGTA, 3 mM
EDTA, 2 mM EGTA and 3 mM EDTA and 1mM EGTA, respectively. Samples of the unbound
protein (flow-through), washes, elutions, and the pre-column protein samples were resolved by
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SDS-PAGE and analysed by staining with Coomassie Brilliant blue (R250) and subsequent
destaining.
Circular Dichroism (CD) Spectroscopy
Far-UV CD spectroscopy was conducted in collaboration with A.Davidson (Honour’s
thesis, unpublished, 2014) to evaluate the secondary structure of recombinant CML15 and
CML16. Spectra were collected and analysed at the Queen’s Protein Function Discovery facility
using a Chirascan CD spectrophotometer. Samples of CML15 (45 µM) and CML16 (30 µM)
were independently dialysed into 2 mM Tris-Cl, (pH7.5) and analysed by CD spectroscopy using
a cylindrical quartz cuvette with a pathlength of 0.1 mm. Protein samples were supplemented
with 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM CaCl2, or 1 mM MgCl2. Samples were also analyzed in the presence of
2 mM EGTA or 2 mM CaCl2 to ensure complete Ca2+ chelation or Ca2+ saturation, respectively
(data not shown). Spectra from 6 scans were averaged per assay condition. Spectra from 4
control (buffer only) scans were subtracted from averaged CML15 and CML16 spectra to
eliminate background. The differential absorption of left and right circularly-polarized light is
presented as ellipticity (θ) in degrees. Ellipticity was converted to molar ellipticity by the
equation [θ] = θ×100/ (nlc) where ‘n’ represents the number of amino acids in the protein, ‘l’
represents the pathlength (cm), and ‘c’ represents the protein concentration (mM). Average
corrected dichroism spectra were deconvoluted using both the OLIS GlobalWorks and CDNN
deconvolution software to reveal percentage of secondary structure.
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
ITC experiments were performed to determine the affinities of the CML15 and CML16
EF-hand domains for Ca2+, and to determine the effect of Mg2+ on the Ca2+ binding events. All
experiments were performed at the Queen’s Protein Function Discovery facility using a
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MicroCal VP-ITC microcalorimeter. Samples of CML15 (20 µM) and CML16 (20 µM),
estimated by Bradford assay (Bradford, 1976), were independently titrated with either 600 µM
CaCl2 or 600 µM MgCl2 at 30ºC. Proteins samples were dialysed into 100 mM KCl and 20 mM
HEPES, pH 7.5, with or without 5 mM MgCl2 prior to ITC. Titrations of 5 µl CaCl2 or 5 µl
MgCl2 were injected every 6 minutes. Isothermal data was fitted using known protein
concentrations (noted in Figure 12A-F), determined by amino acid analysis (Sickkids, Toronto)
and Origin 7.0 software (MicroCal) to determine the enthalpies (∆H), association constants (Ka),
and therefore the stoichiometries of CML15 and CML16 with respects to Ca2+ binding using the
Wiseman ITC plot (Wiseman, 1989). Kd values were determined using 1/Ka for each predicted
ion-binding site. Binding entropies (∆S) were calculated based on ∆H and ∆G values (∆G=∆H∆ST = -RT lnKa).
2.5 Reverse Transcription PCR
Reverse-transcription PCR (RT-PCR) was performed on cDNA from mature leaf and
mature floral tissue from cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, cml16-2 knockout lines, and WT
Arabidopsis. RNA extraction from Arabidopsis tissues, and cDNA synthesis was performed
essentially as described by (Vanderbeld and Snedden, unpublished, 2007). cDNA from WT
Arabidopsis was used as a positive control for the presence of CML15 and CML16 transcript.
Due to repeated contamination, the primers used to clone CML16 into pRZ899 were used to
amplify CML16 cDNA across tissue samples instead of CML16 RT-PCR primers. Both CML15
RT-PCR primers and CML15 pRZ899 primers (outlined in Appendix B, Table 1) were used in
attempts to amplify CML15 cDNA from the above mentioned samples.
2.6 Yeast-two Hybrid (Y2H)
Yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) strain PJ69-4A was transformed with bait plasmids
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CML15:pGBKT7 or CML16:pGBKT7, independently, and grown on selective media. Yeast
carrying CML15:pGBKT7 or CML16:pGBKT7 were then transformed with the vector construct
pIC168 expressing the GAL4-AD fused to intracellular region of the sax-3 protein from
Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) to serve as a negative control prey protein. This sax-3
construct was a gift from Dr. Ian Chin-Sang (Queen’s University). Transformed yeast were then
plated on selective media lacking leucine and tryptophan (-LT). The transformants were tested
for non-specific-activation by the β-galatosidase assay exactly as described (Vanderbeld and
Snedden, unpublished, 2007).
In order to search for putative interactors of CML15 and CML16, CML-pGBKT7
expressing yeast were transformed with the CD4-30 floral and meristem cDNA library (ABRC,
The Ohio State University) exactly as described (Vanderbeld and Snedden, unpblished, 2007).
Approximately 3.6 million colony-forming-units were screened. Transformed yeast were plated
on plates lacking leucine, tryptophan, adenine, and histidine (-LTAH) to select for colonies with
putative CML-protein interactors. Four successive re-streaks of putatively positive yeast colonies
onto -LTAH plates were conducted. Representative colonies of yeast growing on -LTAH plates
were used to inoculate overnight liquid media lacking leucine, and prey plasmids were isolated
using the Geneaid® High-Speed Plasmid Mini kit essentially as outlined by the manufacturer,
with the exception of a 3-minute homogenization step with 0.5 mm glass beads prior to yeast
lysis with PD2 buffer.
Recovered prey plasmids were transformed into the XL1-Blue strain of E.coli for
amplification of the plasmid prior to isolation, and sequencing to identify putative CML
interactors. Prey plasmids extracted from XL1-Blue were independently transformed back into
the same CML-pGBKT7-containing yeast to ensure the CML-prey interaction was reproducible
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in the two-hybrid system. In addition, yeast containing a negative control plasmid, pIC187 with
the kinase region of C. elegans vab-1 (gift from Dr. Ian Chin-Sang, Queen’s University) cloned
in-frame with the pGBKT7 binding domain vector, was tested. Transformations were first plated
on -LT plates. After 3 days colonies were streaked onto -LTAH plates. The β-galactosidase assay
was performed on surviving yeast, and the corresponding prey plasmids were considered to
encode putative CML-interacting proteins and were isolated and sent for DNA sequencing
(SickKids, Toronto).
Among the CML putative interactors identified, one promising candidate, AtHB21
(AtHB21:pGAD), was co-transformed into PJ69-4A along with CML16:pGBKT7,
CML37:pGBKT7, CML38:pGBKT7, CML39:pGBKT7, CML41:pGBKT7, and CML42:pGBKT7
to test for non-specific activation.
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Chapter 3
Results
3.1 Developmental Phenotyping of cml15 and cml16 T-DNA Insertional Mutant Lines of
Arabidopsis.
Transgenic Arabidopsis with predicted loss-of-function for CML15 or CML16 (cml15 or
cml16 knockout plants) were phenotyped for developmental abnormalities by comparison to WT
Arabidopsis using stages described by Boyes et al., (2001). For most developmental
characteristics that were assessed, cml15-2, cml16-1, and cml16-2 Arabidopsis, showed no
significant difference from WT Arabidopsis, whereas cml15-1 Arabidopsis displayed a slight
developmental delay (Figures 2-5). Phenotypic differences between cml15-1 and WT were
considered statistically significant where p-values calculated using the Student’s t-test (assuming
a two-tailed distribution and two-sample unequal variance) were less than 0.05. cml15-2, cml161, and cml16-2 Arabidopsis showed no notable difference in rosette leaf growth compared to
WT, however cml15-1 Arabidopsis showed a ~2 day delay in rosette leaf growth compared to
WT (Figure 2). With respect to paraclade development, cml15-1 Arabidopsis showed a greater
(p<0.01) and lesser (p<0.01) number of cauline and rosette paraclades, by ~1 and ~2 paraclades,
respectively (Figure 3), compared to WT.
cml15-1 Arabidopsis exhibited additional physical abnormalities. cml15-1 Arabidopsis
were significantly shorter in height (p<0.01), and had a significantly smaller rosette diameter on
average compared to WT plants (p<0.05, Figure 4). cml15-1 Arabidopsis also display serrated
hydathodes (Appendix A, Figure 6) Likewise, cml15-1 Arabidopsis showed a delay in the
developmental progression from floral opening to silique emergence (Figure 5), having a greater
number of flowers (p<0.05) and a lesser number of siliques (p<0.01) one week post-bolting
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Figure 2. Leaf growth curves for WT, cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, and cml16-2 Arabidopsis on
soil. Progression through principal growth stages was recorded corresponding to the number of
rosette leaves >1 mm in length (2-22 leaves). Average number of rosette leaves over time (mean ±
SE) is shown for each line. cml15-1 Arabidopsis showed on average a ~2 day delay in leaf growth
compared to WT (n=14-18 over 3 biological replicates).
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Figure 3. Average number of cauline and rosette paraclades one-week post bolting for WT,
cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, and cml16-2 Arabidopsis plants on soil. Average number of cauline
and rosette paraclades (mean ± SE) is shown for each line. Statistically-significant difference from
WT is denoted by * where p <0.05 using the Student’s t-test (assuming a two-tailed distribution
and two-sample unequal variance). On average, cml15-1 Arabidopsis possessed a significantly
greater number of cauline paraclades (p<0.01) compared to WT, and cml15-1 Arabidopsis possessed
a significantly lower number of cauline paraclades (p<0.01) compared to WT (n=14-18 over 3
biological replicates).
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Figure 4. Average height of primary inflorescence and rosette diameter one-week post
bolting for WT, cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, and cml16-2 Arabidopsis plants on soil. Average
height and rosette diameter (mean ± SE) is shown for each line. Statistically-significant
difference from WT is denoted by * where p<0.05 using the Student’s t-test (assuming a twotailed distribution and two-sample unequal variance). On average, cml15-1 Arabidopsis were
significantly shorter in height of the primary inflorescence (p<0.01) compared to WT, and
cml15-1 Arabidopsis had a significantly smaller rosette diameter (p<0.05) compared to WT
(n=14-18 over 3 biological replicates).
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Figure 5. Average number of primary buds, flowers, and siliques; independently and combined
(mean ± SE), one-week post bolting for WT, cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, and cml16-2
Arabidopsis plants on soil. Statistically-significant difference from WT is denoted by * where
p<0.05 using the Student’s t-test (assuming a two-tailed distribution and two-sample unequal
variance). cml15-1 Arabidopsis shows a greater number of flowers one week post-bolting
(p<0.05), and a lower number of siliques (p<0.01) one week post-bolting compared to WT.
Similarly, cml16-1 Arabidopsis shows a significantly greater proportion of flowers (p<0.05) one
week post bolting compared to WT.
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compared to WT. Interestingly, cml16-1 Arabidopsis possessed a greater number of flowers one
week post-bolting (p<0.05) compared to WT.
Collectively, these data suggest that there are few to no differences between Arabidopsis
cml16-1, cml16-2, and WT across the morphological and developmental parameters examined.
Although there were statistically significant phenotypic differences between cml15-1 and WT
(significant p-values noted above), the same phenotypic differences were not observed between
the second CML15 knockout line, cml115-2, compared to WT, which poses caveats for the
interpretation of cml15-1 phenotypic data. Limitations on the interpretability of the cml15
phenotypic data are addressed in the Discussion.
No developmental phenotype emerged from among the progeny of the cml15-1/cml16-2
or cml15-2/cml16-2 crosses grown under either long- or short-day growth regimes compared to
WT (data not shown).
3.2 CMLpro::GUS Reporter Analysis of CML15 and CML16 in Arabidopsis
Developmental GUS Analysis
Qualitative histochemical CML-promoter::GUS analysis was performed to elucidate the
spatial patterns of CML15 and CML16 promoter activity across a representative set of
developmental stages from radical emergence to floral maturation as described (Appendix B,
Table 2). CML15pro::GUS analysis suggested that the CML15 promoter is active in mature
pollen and anther tissue (Figure 6). Conversely, CML16pro::GUS analysis indicates that the
CML16 promoter is active in most Arabidopsis tissues (Figure 7). CML16pro::GUS activity was
detected in the root tip of mature embryo, whole 7- and 10-day-old seedlings including guard
cells, and the vasculature of adult leaves and inflorescences (Figure 7A-E). In addition,
CML16pro::GUS activity was observed in vasculature of petals, the stigma, and in the
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Figure 6. Representative patterns of histochemical CML15:GUS reporter activity in
Arabidopsis tissues. (A) 7-day-old seedling, (B) 22-day-old rosette, (C) mature silique, (D,F)
stage 6-13 flowers, (E) anther at anthesis, and (G) 25 day old roots. Bars= 1 mm (A,C,E, G), 0.1
mm (D), 5 mm (B), 2 mm (F).
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Figure 7. Representative patterns of histochemical CML16:GUS reporter activity in
Arabidopsis tissues. (A) 1-day-old seedling (B) 7-day-old seedling (C) 10-day-old seedling (D)
22-day-old rosette (E) primary inflorescence at 25 days (F) stage ~13 flower (G) mature roots,
and (H) mature silique. Bars= 0.2 mm (A), 1 mm (B,C), 5 mm (D,E), 0.5 mm (F), 2 mm (G,H).
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vasculature of filaments in mature (~stage 10-13) floral organs (Figure 7F). Quantitative
fluorometric CML-pro::GUS analysis using soluble protein extracts from seedling (stage 3),
mature leaf (stage 5) and mature floral (stage 7) tissues from CML15pro::GUS and
CML16pro::GUS plants corroborated these data (Figure 8). As demonstrated by the
histochemical GUS analysis, CML15 promoter activity was only found within ~stage 10-13
floral tissue extract (~0.2 pmoles/4MU/µg/min). Conversely, CML16 promoter activity was
detected in all stages assayed, with the greatest specific activity detected in whole seedling tissue
extracts (~1.5 pmoles/4MU/µg/min).
Stress-Based GUS Analysis
In silica (the BAR - http://bar.utoronto.ca/efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi; Winter et al., 2007)
expression analysis suggested that CML15 expression was upregulated in response to heat, cold,
wounding, and UV-B stress, in addition to the hormones IAA and ABA (ranging from a 0.37- to
6.66-fold increase in transcript levels; Appendix B, Table 3A). Therefore, I examined the effects
of heat, cold, wounding, UV-B stress, and IAA and ABA exposure on CMl15pro:GUS plants,
but found no GUS activity across the treatments (Appendix B, Table 3A).
Microarray data by Vadassery et al., (2012) suggests that CML16 expression is directly
upregulated (~12 fold) in response to elicitors in the oral secretions of S. littoralis, consequently,
I examined the effect of wounding and the application of exogenous MeJA on CML16pro::GUS
activity as these are related phenomena. However, I found no induction of GUS activity across
treatments (Appendix B, Table 3B). In silico (the BAR) co-expression analysis suggested
CML16 expression is positively correlated with genes involved in salt stress (Appendix B, Table
6). Consequently, I investigated the effect of salinity stress on CML16pro::GUS activity (Figure
9). There was a detectable decrease in histochemical GUS activity in mature leaves and apical
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Figure 8. Fluorometric analysis of CML15pro::GUS and CML16pro::GUS reporter activity
across whole seedling, mature leaf, and mature floral Arabidopsis tissues. Specific
CML15pro::GUS and CML16pro::GUS activities were assayed as described in the Materials and
Methods. Specific GUS activity (mean± SE) is shown for each line. 1C and 3C represent
independent transgenic lines carrying CML15pro::GUS, and 12A and 14B represent independent
transgenic lines carrying CML16pro::GUS. Extracts from WT Arabidopsis (indicated by *) were
assayed as negative controls for background fluorescence.
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Figure 9. Representative patterns of histochemical CML16pro:GUS activity in Arabidopsis
tissues exposed to salinity stress. (A) Arabidopsis seedlings transferred either to MS plates
(control) or MS plates infused with 150 mM NaCl 7 days after germination, (B) Arabidopsis
leaves exposed to either distilled H2O or 100 mM NaCl every second day, 25 days after
germination on soil, and (C) Arabidopsis floral clusters exposed to either H2O or 100 mM NaCl
every second day, 25 days after germination on soil.
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inflorescence tissues at 1 week post treatment of mature Arabidopsis with 100 mM NaCl (Figure
9B and 9C), however, there were no notable changes in the histochemical GUS activity of
Arabidopsis seedlings grown on MS media infused with 150 mM NaCl (Figure 9A).
Additional hormonal and stress-based histochemical GUS analyses (described in
Appendix B, Table 3A and Table 3B) did not provide evidence to suggest that either CML15 or
CML16 are hormonally induced or stress responsive.
3.3 Biochemical Analyses of Recombinant CML15 and CML16
Hydrophobicity Analysis shows that Hydrophobic Exposure is Ca2+ Dependent
ANS-fluorescence spectroscopy was conducted to semi-quantitatively assess the nature
of exposed hydrophobicity for CML15 and CML16 under various in vitro conditions. A blue
shift and associated increase in the intensity of the fluorescence emission of ANS was observed
in the presence of Ca2+-CML15 (Figure 10A) and Ca2+-CML16 (Figure 10B), respectively,
compared to protein in ANS buffer alone. The greatest relative blue-shifts in emission spectra
were observed for both CML15 and CML16 in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and in the presence
of both 1 mM CaCl2 and 5 mM MgCl2.

Not surprisingly, the smallest increase in ANS

fluorescence was observed for CML15 and CML16, respectively, in the presence of 1 mM
MgCl2 alone.
There was a 4.05 ± 0.31-fold increase in the hydrophobic exposure of Ca2+-CML15 (in a
5 mM MgCl2 background) compared to Mg2+-CML15. Likewise, there was a 2.44 ± 0.23-fold
increase in the hydrophobic exposure of Ca2+- CML16 (in a 5 mM MgCl2 background) compared
to Mg2+-CML16. The ANS fluorescence spectra of CaM81 (Appendix A, Figure 5) was used as
a positive control for Ca2+-dependent hydrophobic exposure. Ca2+-CaM81 demonstrated a 39.0 ±
6.23 -fold increase in hydrophobic exposure (in the presence of 5 mM MgCl2) compared to
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Figure 10. ANS-fluorescence spectroscopy of CML15 and CML16. Scans (430-600 nm) were
recorded following the addition of (A) CML15 or (B) CML16 to ANS buffer conditions
described above. Protein was assayed at a final concentration of 15 µM. Blue shifts were
analysed relative to a protein-free ANS which was subtracted from the data as baseline. Each
data set is representative of 5 biological replicates, each having 3 technical replicates.
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Mg2+-CaM81.
Interestingly, there were slight increases in ANS fluorescence, suggesting increased
hydrophobicity of CML15 and CML16, in the presence of 1 mM EGTA (in the absence of Ca 2+)
with 1 mM EDTA (in the absence of Mg2+) relative to protein in ANS buffer alone or in the
presence of 1 mM MgCl2 (Figure 10). However, ANS fluorescence of CML15 and CML16 in
the presence of 1 mM Na3C6H5O7 (trisodium citrate), another Ca2+-chelator, was similar to that
of CML15 and CML16 in ANS buffer (Figure 10). Collectively, these data indicate that CML15
and CML16 possess intrinsic hydrophobicity in the absence of Ca2+ or Mg2+, and that they
display a marked increase in hydrophobic exposure in the presence of Ca2+. In addition, CML16
displays greater intrinsic hydrophobicity than CML15 (~280 IAU at vs. ~200 IAU) at peak
fluorescence emission). These data also show that EGTA and/or EDTA have a positive effect on
the hydrophobic exposure of CML15 and CML16 that is less than that induced by Ca2+, but
greater than their intrinsic hydrophobic exposure.
Assessing CML Hydrophobicity by Column Chromatography
The binding of CML15 and CML16 to phenyl-sepharose was used to examine
hydrophobicity of these CMLs under various in vitro conditions for comparison to ANS
fluorescence analyses. Different binding and elution conditions were tested to determine
whether Ca2+-binding is necessary and sufficient for the hydrophobic-based physical interaction
of CML15 and CML16 with phenyl-sepharose (Figure 11). Both CMLs bound to phenylsepharose in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 and in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 + 1 mM MgCl2;
however, neither CML bound in the presence of 1 mM MgCl2 alone.
Interestingly, there was weak binding of CML15 and CML16 to phenyl-sepharose in the
presence of 1 mM EGTA (i.e. absence of Ca2+), and a slow elution during column washing with
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Figure 11. Hydrophobic (phenyl-sepharose) column chromatography of recombinant
CML15 (A) and CML16 (B) as visualized by Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE. Binding was
performed in the presence of either 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM CaCl2 + 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, or
1mM EGTA as indicated. All binding events were followed with a subsequent wash step with 10
bed-volumes of 0.2 M KCl (‘WB1’), and a wash step using 10 bed-volumes with 0.4 M KCl
(‘WB2’). ‘UB’ denotes the starting protein that was loaded onto the column, ‘FT denotes the
unbound protein flow-through, ‘WB’ denotes wash buffer, ‘BV’ denotes bed volume, and ‘E’
denotes eluted fractions.
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0.2 M and 0.4 M KCl prior to elution with EGTA. Collectively, these data suggest that most of
the hydrophobic exposure of these CMLs is triggered by Ca2+ binding but there is also a small
degree of intrinsic hydrophobicity present in the absence of Ca2+ and or in the presence of
EGTA. These observations are consistent with my ANS fluorescent data presented above.
Evaluating the Secondary Structure of CML15 and CML16 by Circular-Dichroism (CD)
Spectroscopy
Far-UV CD spectroscopy was conducted from 182 to 260 nm in order to evaluate the
secondary structural characteristics of CML15 and CML16 in the apo-form, and in the presence
of Mg2+ and Ca2+, respectively (Davidson, Honour’s thesis, unpublished, 2014). CD spectra of
CML15 and CML16 show that both proteins are structured, each presenting notable α-helical
content in the absence of any divalent cation, as indicated by the peaks of molar ellipticity at 190
nm and troughs at 208 nm and 222 nm, respectively (Figure 12). CML15 showed a 3-6%
decrease in α-helical content in the presence of saturating Ca2+ (1 mM CaCl2), whereas CML16
showed a ~8-15% increase in α-helical content in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2. Interestingly,
Mg2+-CML16 displayed similar CD spectra to that of Ca2+-CML16 (~8-15% increase in α-helical
character), suggesting that both Ca2+ and Mg2+ binding elicits structural increases in the αhelical content of CML16.
Evaluating the Ca2+ -Binding Properties of CML15 and CML16 using ITC
The energetics of Ca2+ (and Mg2+) binding to recombinant CML15 and CML16 were
studied by ITC. Raw ITC data representing the endothermic and/or exothermic nature of the
Ca2+-binding events were used to generate Wiseman ITC plots which in turn allowed for
estimation of the stochiometries and affinities for Ca2+/Mg2+ binding, as well as the relative
entropic and enthalpic contributions of each Ca2+/Mg2+-binding event (described in Table 2).
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Figure 12. Far-UV CD spectra of recombinant (A) CML15 and (B) CML16 in the presence
of saturating EGTA, CaCl2, or MgCl2 . Far-UV CD spectra (180 nm – 260 nm) were collected
at room temperature. Each spectrum is represenative of 6 scans and is presented in units of molar
ellipticity. CML15 and CML16 were analysed at final concentrations of 45 µM and 30 µM,
respectively. Protein samples were supplemented with 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM CaCl 2, or 1 mM
MgCl2.
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Table 2.Thermodynamic parameters and affinities for Ca2+-binding to CML15 and CML16
5 mM Mg2+ background, Ca2+ titration
Kd (µM)

∆H (kJ-1 mol-1) ∆S (kJ-1 mol-1)

CML15 Site 1 2.18 (1.474 - 4.19)1
Site 2 4.48 (3.87 - 5.31)
CML16 Site 1

Mg2+-free background, Ca2+ titration

6.27 (5.86 - 6.75)

Site 2 1.14 (0.869 - 1.66)
Site 3

Kd (µM)

∆H (kJ-1 mol-1)

∆S (kJ-1 mol-1)

2812

35.18

0.48 (0.27 - 2.09)

39070

157.8

-14840

-24.47

0.63 (0.384 - 1.77)

-51290

-140.8

-17270

-33.16

0.025 (0.022-0.029)

-10130

1.387

-743.7

24.73

0.21 (0.195-0.237)

2858

39.93

3.76 (3.53-4.017)

-13160

18.6

N/A
Mg2+-free background, Mg2+ titration 2
Kd (µM)

∆H (kJ-1 mol-1)

∆S (kJ-1 mol-1)

CML15 Site 1

6.9 (6.6 -7.3)

2654

32.35

CML16 Site 1

54.0 (48.6 – 60.9)

-2014

12.88

1

Error for the Kd values are indicated in parentheses.

2

Information concerning stochiometries cannot be accurately determined from monophasic isotherms;
consequently, the number of Mg2+-binding sites for CML15 and CML16 remain uncertain and values
given represent macroscopic Kd s.
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Isothermal data for the binding of Ca2+/Mg2+ to CML15 and CML16 is presented in Figure 13.
Amino-acid sequence data indicates that both CMLs are predicted to have four EF-hands
(McCormack and Braam, 2003), however, ITC analysis suggests both CMLs may only have a
subset of sites that are active. Data were fitted using the Origin 7.0 software to give
stochiometries of two Ca2+-binding sites for CML15 and three Ca2+-binding sites for CML16.
Origin 7.0 software analysis of ITC data predicted Ca2+-binding affinities for CML15 of
2.18 µM and 4.48 µM for site 1 and site 2, respectively, in a Mg2+ background. Both sites are
predicted to have a higher affinity for Ca2+ in the absence of Mg2+(Table 2). Thermodynamic
data (Table 2) suggests that favourable entropy (positive ∆S) drives site-1 Ca2+ binding in either
the presence or absence of Mg2+ (Figure 13A and 13B). However, favourable enthalpy (negative
∆H) is suggested to be the main force driving Ca2+ binding to this site in the presence of Mg2+.
Unlike the Ca2+-binding event, which is exothermic, Mg2+ binding to CML15 (Figure 13C) is
endothermic; consequently, entropy is the predominant driving force for Mg2+ binding (∆S =
32.35 kJ-1 mol-1, Table 2). Although it is not possible to determine stochiometries from the Mg2+
titration, a macroscopic binding constant of 6.95 µM for Mg2+ binding was estimated (Table 2).
Finally, the second Ca2+-binding event is enthalpically driven in the presence or absence of Mg2+
(∆H= -14840 kJ-1 mol-1 in the presence of 5 mM MgCl2, and ∆H= -51290 kJ-1 mol-1 in the
absence of Mg2+).
CML16 displays Ca2+-binding affinities of 1.14 µM and 6.27 µM for site 2 and site 3,
respectively, in a Mg2+ background. Although the first site shows an affinity of 3.76 µM for Ca2+
binding in the absence of Mg2+, in its presence, Ca2+ binding to the first site is undetectable. The
macroscopic binding constant for Mg2+, as estimated from the Mg2+ titration (Figure 13F), is
54 µM. Thermodynamic data (Table 2) suggests that favourable entropy predominantly drives
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Figure 13A. A representative isotherm of the Ca2+-CML15 interaction in the presence of
Mg2+. Ca2+ binding was monitored at 30ºC in 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM MgCl2,
pH 7.5. The top panel shows raw data from a calorimetric titration of 2.0 mL of 26 μM
recombinant CML15 with 600 μM CaCl2 using 29 injections of 5 μL each. The lower panel
presents the corresponding integrated binding isotherm modelled to two sets of binding sites for
two binding events. This isotherm is representative of three technical replicates.
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Figure 13B. A representative isotherm of the Ca2+-CML15 interaction in the absence of
Mg2+. Ca2+ binding was monitored at 30ºC in 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5. The top
panel shows raw data from a calorimetric titration of 2.0 mL of 26 μM recombinant CML15 with
600 μM CaCl2 using 29 injections of 5 μL each. The lower panel presents the corresponding
integrated binding isotherm modelled to two sets of binding sites for two binding events. This
isotherm is representative of three technical replicates.
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Figure 13C. A representative isotherm of the Mg2+-CML15 interaction in the absence of
Ca2+. Mg2+ binding was monitored at 30ºC in 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5. The top
panel shows raw data from a calorimetric titration of 2.0 mL of 31 μM recombinant CML15 with
600 μM MgCl2 using 29 injections of 5 μL each. The lower panel presents the corresponding
integrated binding isotherm modelled for one binding event. This isotherm is representative of
two technical replicates.
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Figure 13D. A representative isotherm of the Ca2+-CML16 interaction in the presence of
Mg2+. Ca2+ binding was monitored at 30ºC in 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl and 5 mM MgCl2,
pH 7.5. The top panel shows raw data from a calorimetric titration of 2.0 mL of 19 μM
recombinant CML16 with 600 μM CaCl2 using 29 injections of 5 μL each. The lower panel
presents the corresponding integrated binding isotherm modelled to two sets of binding sites for
two binding events. This isotherm is representative of three technical replicates.
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Figure 13E. A representative isotherm of the Ca2+-CML16 interaction in the absence of
Mg2+. Ca2+ binding was monitored at 30ºC in 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5. The top
panel shows raw data from a calorimetric titration of 2.0 mL of 23 μM recombinant CML16 with
600 μM CaCl2 using 29 injections of 5 μL each. The lower panel presents the corresponding
integrated binding isotherm modelled to three sets of binding sites for three binding events. This
isotherm is representative of three technical replicates.
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Figure 13F. A representative isotherm of the Mg2+-CML16 interaction in the absence of
Ca2+. Mg2+ binding was monitored at 30ºC in 25 mM HEPES, 100 mM NaCl, pH 7.5. The top
panel shows raw data from a calorimetric titration of 2.0 mL of 23 μM recombinant CML16 with
600 μM MgCl2 using 29 injections of 5 μL each. The lower panel presents the corresponding
integrated binding isotherm modelled for one binding event. This isotherm is representative of
three technical replicates. Thermodynamic parameters associated with Ca2+-binding events are
presented in Table 2.
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site-2 Ca2+ binding (∆S= 24.73 kJ-1 mol-1 in the presence of 5 mM MgCl2, and ∆S= 39.93 kJ-1
mol-1 in the absence of Mg2+) which is similar to CML15. The third Ca2+-binding event, like the
first, is predominantly enthalpically driven. Finally, all CML16 binding sites detected show a
decrease in Ca2+ affinity in the presence of Mg2+.
Analysis of the Amino-Acid Sequence Alignment of the EF-loops of CML15 and CML16
The amino-acid sequences of the EF-loops of CML15 and CML16 were compared to the
evolutionarily-conserved AtCaM2, and to GmCaM4, a sobybean CaM isoform which
demonstrates similar Ca2+-binding properties in ITC analysis to CML16 (Gifford et al., 2013), in
order to better understand their ion-binding properties (Figure 14).
The backbone glycine in position 6 (Gly6), and Glu12, are conserved across the four EFloops of CML15 and CML16. Conversely, across all four EF-loops between the two CMLs and
CaM, the residues found in positions 7 and 9 are variable. This holds true for the residue position
8 as well, which though variable, is consistently hydrophobic.
EF-loop I of CML15 and CML16 do not differ substantially from EF-loop I of AtCaM2
with respect to the residues typically involved in forming the Ca2+-coordination sphere. Residues
1, 3, 5, 9, and 12 of EF-loop I are identical to those of AtCaM2. The 3rd residue of EF-hand II
and IV, however, for both CML15 and CML16, has an asparagine substitution (Asn) for the
aspartate in the 3rd position. Finally, position 9 of EF-loop III of CML15, CML16 and GmCaM4;
and position 9 of EF-loop IV of CML15 and CML16, is occupied by a serine (Ser9). This is
unlike AtCaM2, which holds a Threonine9 (Thr) in EF-loop III and an Asp9 in EF-loop IV.
RT-PCR and Western Blotting for Detection of CML15 and CML16 in Arabidopsis Tissues
RT-PCR analysis was performed to confirm the absence of CML15 and CML16 transcript
in the cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, and cml16-2 T-DNA knockout insertion lines and to determine
which Arabidopsis tissues would be good candidates for immunoblotting and pull-downs assays
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EF-loop I

EF-loop II

EF-loop III

EF-loop IV

CML15
CML16
AtCaM2
GmCaM4

DMDADGSLTILE
DMDKDGSLTQLE
DKDGDGCITTKE
DKDGDGCITVEE

DSNGNGFVEFDE
DRNGNGSVEFDE
DADGNGTIDFPE
DADGNGTIEFDE
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DRDGNGFISAAE
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DVDGDGQINYEE
DLDGDGQVNYEE

Figure 14. Amino-acid sequence alignment of the 12-residue EF-hand loops of Arabidopsis
CML15, CML16, AtCaM2 and soybean GmCaM4 .The highly conserved aspartate, glycine
and glutamate residues are highlighted in red. Among the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th position residues,
those conserved between CML15 and CML16, in some cases GmCaM4, are highlighted in blue
and the corresponding AtCaM2 and GmCaM4 residues are in purple. Residues that differ
between three of the four proteins are highlighted in green.
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(Figure 15). Despite numerous attempts, using various combinations of gene-specific primers, I
was unable to detect CML15 transcript by PCR amplification from WT mature leaf or mature
floral tissues (Figure 15). This inability to detect CML15 expression by RT-PCR in WT plants
precluded reliable evaluation of my CML15 knock-out lines and consequently calls into question
the interpretability of the phenotypic data (see Figures 1-4).
In contrast, CML16 was found by PCR analysis to be actively transcribed in mature leaf
and mature floral tissues and loss of CML16 expression was confirmed in the CML16 knockout
lines (Figure 15). Immunoblotting for CML15 and CML16 protein was conducted for
comparison to transcript analysis and with the aim to test whether my cml16 knockout lines
differed from WT in expression of CML16 (Figure 16-17). Immunoblots of crude soluble protein
extracts from Arabidopsis seedling, mature leaf, mature root, and floral tissue extracts did not
reveal immunoreactive proteins at the expected ~17 kD size (data not shown) and thus I
attempted to enrich hydrophobic EF-hand proteins by phenyl-sepharose chromatography prior to
immunoblotting. Western blots of post-phenyl-sepharose extracts revealed anti-CML15/CML16
immunoreactive proteins at ~17 kD (CML15 and CML16 are predicted to be 17.1 and 17.6 kD,
respectively) in root tissue (Figure 16), cell culture, (Figure 17), seedling tissue (Watson,
unpublished, 2015), and adult leaf tissue (data not shown). However, the same immuoreactive
proteins were observed in immunoblots of phenyl-sepharose enriched extracts from the T-DNA
knockout lines cml16-1 and cml16-2 which lack CML16 transcript (Figure 15), suggesting that
these immunoreactive proteins do not correspond to CML16 (Figure 18). This immunoreactive
band is likely a related CML, possibly CML18 which I found is also detected by CML15/16
antiserum (Appendix A, Figure 8). Altogether, the immunoblotting analysis suggests that, if
expressed, these CMLs fall below the detection limit of my antisera, thus precluding
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Figure 15. RT-PCR analysis of CML15 and CML16 gene expression in WT Arabidopsis and
T-DNA insertion gene-knockout lines. The amplification of (A) CML15 from mature leaf, (B)
CML16 from mature leaf, (C) CML15 from mature floral, and (D) CML16 from mature floral
cDNA generated from RNA extracted from WT, cml15-1, cml15-2, cml16-1, cml16-2
Arabidopsis. CML15:pET21b and CML16:pET21b were used as positive controls for the
amplification of CML15 and CML16, respectively. The negative control reactions lacked cDNA,
and were used to control for template contamination. Each PCR was performed in triplicate. PCR
amplicons were electrophoresed on 1.5% agarose gels.
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17 kD
anti-CML15/16
11 kD
17 kD

Coomassie Brilliant
Blue

11 kD

Figure 16. Immunoblot analysis of phenyl-sepharose enriched Arabidopsis crude root
extract. Total protein extracts were collected from root tissues samples, enriched for
hydrophobic proteins by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography, and EGTA-eluted in four 2mL fractions. The approximate concentration of protein per lane is noted, in each case
representing the maximum amount that could be loaded per lane. Eluted fractions were subjected
to immunoblotting (upper panel) with anti-CML15/CML16 antisera following SDS/PAGE and
transfer to PVDF membranes. A replica SDS/PAGE gel was stained with Coomassie Brilliant
Blue (lower panel).
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20 kD
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anti-CML15/CML16
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Coomassie Brilliant
Blue
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Figure 17. Immunoblot analysis of phenyl-sepharose enriched Arabidopsis crude cell
culture extract. Total protein extracts were collected from Arabidopsis leaf cells grown in liquid
culture, enriched for hydrophobic proteins by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography, and
EGTA-eluted in 2-mL fractions. The approximate concentration of protein per lane is noted, in
each case representing the maximum amount that could be loaded per lane. Root extract enriched
for EF-hand containing proteins by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography, previously shown
to have an imunoreactive protein at ~17 kD, was used as a positive control in addition to
recombinant CML16. Eluted fractions were subjected to immunoblotting (upper panel) with antiCML15/CML16 antisera following SDS/PAGE and transfer to PVDF membranes. A replica
SDS/PAGE gel was stained with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (lower panel).
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Figure 18. Immunoblot analysis of phenyl-sepharose enriched WT, cml16-1, and cml16-2
Arabidopsis whole seedling extracts. Total proteins extracts were collected from whole
Arabidopsis seedlings, enriched by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography, and EGTA-eluted
in 2-mL fractions. Approximately 3.5 µg of protein was analysed per lane except for the positive
control, recombinant CML16 (~100 ng). Likewise, root extract enriched for EF-hand containing
proteins by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography, previously shown to have an
imunoreactive protein at ~17 kD, was used as a positive control. Proteins were subjected to
immunoblotting (upper panel) with anti-CML15/CML16 antisera following SDS/PAGE and
transfer to PVDF. A replica SDS/PAGE gel was stained by Coomassie to confirm equal protein
loading (lower panel).
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comparisons between levels of transcript and translated product.
Isolation of Putative Protein Targets for CML15 and CML16 using the Y2H System
Y2H screens were conducted in order to identify putative protein interactors for CML15
and CML16. Both CMLs are predicted to be expressed in floral tissues, accordingly, both CMLs
were screened in the Y2H system using a floral-bud and meristem cDNA library (CD4-30).
CML15:pGBKT7 yeast showed no self-activation when tested alongside the pIC168 construct
(Materials and Methods) whereas CMl16:pGBKT7 yeast showed weak self-activation in the
presence of pIC168 but was still deemed suitable for library screening (data not shown).
The Y2H screen using CML15 as bait yielded 7 putative positive interactors (prey). 14 colonies
from the CML15 Y2H screen grew on –LTAH media, all of which were re-transformed back
into the CML15:pGBKT7-containing yeast. Of the 14 plasmids encoding putative CML15interactors re-transformed into yeast, 7 grew on -LTAH, all of which showed no to little growth
in the presence of the negative control prey plasmid, pIC187 (Table 3). The 7 plasmids were sent
for DNA sequencing, identities of the putative CML15 interactors are presented in Table 4A. Of
the 7 prey plasmids that were sequenced, 3 encoded the same protein, homeobox-leucine zipper
protein 21 (ATHB21). ATHB21:pGAD was co-transformed into yeast along with
CML16:pGBKT7, CML37:pGBKT7, CML38:pGBKT7, CML39:pGBKT7, CML41:pGBKT7, or
CML42:pGBKT7, respectively, to test for specificity of the CML15-ATHB21 interaction. All
yeast transformants were able to grow on –LTAH media except for CML42:pGBKT7 indicating
a low level of CML-ATHB21 specificity. The other 4 putative interactors of CML15 (Table 4A)
co-localize with CML15 in pollen tissue according to microarray database analysis (the
Arabidopsis Information Resource (tair, Berardini et al., 2015) and the BAR); however, each
protein was only isolated as a single clone from the library screen.
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Table 3. The CML15:pGBKT7 and CML16:pGBKT7 Y2H screen results
Colonies from the
initial Y2H screen
(transformation with
the CD4-30 library)
that grew on -LTAH

Number of
putative CMLinteractors retransformed into
yeast

Number of
Number of
putative CMLplasmids
interactors resequenced
transformed into 1
yeast that also
grew on -LTAH

CML15:pGBKT7
14
14
7
7
CML16:pGBKT7
91
50
41
8
1
prey plasmids were sent for sequencing if the CML:pGBKT7 containing yeast grew on –LTAH
in the presence of the prey plasmid, but not at all, or only slightly, in the presence of the pIC187
(negative control) prey plasmid. The DNA sequencing results are in Table 4.
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Table 4A. Sequenced prey plasmids from the CML15:pGBKT7 Y2H screen with the CD430 library, and predicted expression patterns and protein functions as outlined by TAIR
and the BAR (Berardini et al., 2015; Winter et al., 2007).
Gene
locus

Gene name

Tissues
where the
CML-protein
target is coexpressed
with CML15

At1g08060 Maintenance of
methylation

mature pollen

Subcellular
localization
of the
CMLprotein
target
nucleus

At2g02540 Homeoboxleucine zipper
protein
(ATHB21)
At5g43830 Aluminium
induced protein
with YGL and
LRDR motifs
At1g67090 Ribulose
bisphosphate
carboxylase small
chain 1A
At5g63310 Arabidopsis
nucleoside
diphosphate
kinase 2

none

nucleus

mature pollen

nucleus,
cytosol

mature pollen

chloroplast

mature pollen

nucleus,
chloroplast
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Suspected gene
function

Gene
frequency
in screen

Chromatin
silencing/ gene
silencing by RNA.
Regulation of
transcription.

1

Involved in
pathways
involving
glutamine
Involved in carbon
fixation in
photosynthesis.

1

Involved in
phytochrome –
mediated light
signalling.

1

3

1

CML16 was also used as bait in the Y2H system to identify possible protein interactors.
As a representative sample, 50 prey plasmids of the 91 colonies that grew on –LTAH from the
CML16 Y2H screen were re-transformed back into CML16:pGBKT7-containing yeast. Only 41
of the 50 grew on –LTAH, and only 8 transformants showed no interaction with the negative
control prey, pIC187. The 8 plasmids were sent for DNA sequencing and are described in Table
4B. Each of the 8 putative interactors is predicted by public microarray database analysis to have
expression patterns that overlap with CML16 in a variety of tissues, and each encodes a different
protein.
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Table 4B. Sequenced prey plasmids from the CML16:pGBKT7 Y2H screen with the CD4-30
library, and predicted expression patterns and protein functions as outlined by TAIR and
the BAR (Berardini et al., 2015; Winter et al., 2007).
Gene locus

Gene

Tissues where
the CMLinteracor is
co-expressed
with CML16
cotelydon,
vascular leaf,
shoot system,
flower, petal,
sepal, root.
vascular leaf,
shoot system,
flower, petal,
sepal.
filament,
vascular leaf,
shoot system,
flower, petal,
sepal, root.
cotyledon,
vascular leaf,
shoot system,
lower, petal,
sepal ,root

Sub-cellular
localization
of the CMLprotein
target
nucleus,
plasma
membrane

Suspected gene
function

Gene
frequency
in screen

At5g04830

Nuclear transport
factor 2

Facilitates protein
transport into the
nucleus.

1

At1g35310

MLP-like protein
168

nucleus

Involved in
responses to biotic
stimulus.

1

At1g02720

Galacturonosyltra
-nsferase

Golgi
apparatus,
endoplasmic
reticulum,

Putative
galacturonosyltrans
-ferase activity.

1

At5g04740

ACR12 (ACTdomain
containing
protein)

chloroplast.

Ubiquitin-like
superfamily
protein

cotyledon,
shoot system,
flower, petal,
sepal, root.

nucleus

Drought-induced
19

cotyledon,
vascular leaf,
shoot system,
flower, sepal,
petal,

nucleus

Encodes ACT
1
domain-containing
protein. The ACT
domain serves as a
regulatory domain
that serves as an
amino acid-binding
site in feedback.
regulated amino
acid metabolic
enzymes
Similar in structure 1
to ubiquitin, and
similarly known to
be transferred to
various substrates.
Transcript level
1
increases in
response to drought
stress. Not
similar to any
protein of known
function.

At5g25270

At1g56280
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At1g17470

Developmentally
regulated Gprotein 1

At1g54830

Nuclear factor Y,
subunit C3

cotelydon,
vascular leaf,
flower, petal,
sepal, root,
(whole plant)
cotyledon,
vascular leaf,
shoot system,
flower, petal,
sepal, root
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cytoplasm,
cytoplasmic
membranebound
vesicles
nucleus

Encodes a
developmentally
regulated Gprotein, has
GTPase activity.
A transcription
factor, part of the
CCAAT-binding
factor complex,

1

1

Chapter 4
Discussion
4.1 Phenotypic, GUS reporter, and RT-PCR analysis
Developmental Phenotypic Analysis of cml15 and cml16 T-DNA Insertion Arabidopsis
Produces Ambiguous Results
cml15 and cml16 T-DNA insertion mutants were analysed using phenotyping guidelines
from Boyes et al. (2001) in order to shed light on the role of CML15 and CML16 in Arabidopsis
development. No developmental differences were observed between cml16 Arabidopsis and WT
in leaf growth (Figure 2), cauline and rosette paraclade development (Figure 3), height, rosette
diameter (Figure 4), or in the development of flowers and siliques (Figure 5). Although a
statistically greater number of flowers one week post bolting (p<0.05) was observed between
WT and the cml16-1 line, the difference in mean number of flowers was less than one between
WT and cml16-1 at mean values of 5.9 and 6.5 flowers, respectively. Thus, further replication of
these comparisons is needed before conclusions can be drawn.
CML16 is predicted to be broadly and constitutively expressed throughout plant tissues
(the BAR , 2012; McCormack and Braam, 2003) which is supported by my histochemical and
fluorometric GUS data (Figure 6 and Figure 7). Although loss-of function cml16 mutants
resemble WT plants under normal growth conditions, it is possible CML16 plays a role in stress
response that was not revealed by changes in transcriptome data. Additionally, it is possible that
CML16 plays a role in plant development that went undetected by my phenotypic analysis.
Co-expression analysis (the BAR 2014; Appendix B, Table 6) indicates that CML16 is
co-expressed with salt-inducible genes such as the salt-inducible zinc finger 1 and extra-large
GTP-binding protein which have been implicated in hyperosmotic salinity response (Sun et al.,
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2007; Ding et al., 2007), suggesting that CML16 might play a similar role in salinity response
(GUS analysis described below). Although no differences in inflorescence growth were observed
between salt-treated and control cml16 plants (data not shown), salt-stress histochemical GUS
analysis has suggested that cml16 is negatively regulated in stress response. These findings will
be discussed further in the context of CMLpro::GUS reporter data.
There is a growing list of CMLs that appear to have roles in both development and stress
response. As previously discussed, CML42 functions in trichome development (Dobney et al.,
2009), herbivory, and abiotic-stress responses (Vadassery et al., 2012b). Similarly, CML37,
CML38, and CML39 have all been suggested to function in stress signalling and development
(Vanderbeld and Snedden, 2007; Scholz et. al., 2014; Bender et. al., 2013). Consequently,
whether CML16 might have multiple roles remains an open question.
Phenotypic analysis of the two Arabidopsis lines with different CML15 knockout alleles
resulted in ambiguous findings. Although no developmental differences were observed between
cml15-2 Arabidopsis and WT in leaf growth (Figure 2), cauline and rosette paraclade
development (Figure 3), height, rosette diameter (Figure 4), or in the development of flowers and
siliques (Figure 5), cml15-1 displayed multiple developmental differences from WT. cml15-1
Arabidopsis displayed a developmental delay in leaf emergence (Figure 2), vertical and
horizontal growth (Figure 4), and in the transition from floral to silique development (Figure 5).
Additionally, cml15-1 Arabidopsis demonstrate aberrant paraclade development (Figure 3), and
display serrated hydathodes (Appendix A, Figure 6).
Microarray data indicates that CML15 is highly transcribed in mature stamen tissues
(McCormack et al., 2005: the BAR, 2012), and this is supported by histochemical and
fluorometric GUS data showing CML15 promoter activity in mature anther tissues and
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developing pollen grains (Figure 6). However, CML15 transcript was undetectable by RT-PCR
analysis on cDNA obtained from WT Arabidopsis floral tissue (Figure 15), precluding the
confirmation of loss-of-transcript in the cml15-1 and cml15-2 Arabidopsis. As a result, is it
difficult to determine if the phenotypes presented by cml15-1 Arabidopsis are due to loss-ofCML15 transcript. The lack of a developmental difference between the floral organs of cml15-1
or cml15-2 compared to WT suggests that an additional T-DNA insertion at a separate locus may
be responsible for the cml15 phenotypes. Further support for this theory comes from the GUS
data which suggests that the CML15 promoter is not active in leaf or inflorescence tissues.
Consequently, it is possible that an additional T-DNA insertion at a separate locus in the cml15-1
genome is responsible for the delayed growth and aberrant hydathode development phenotypes.
The predicted insertion points (Appendix A, Figure 3) for the T-DNA in both cml15
alleles suggests that both should result in a null mutation, but at this point it remains unclear
whether any of the phenotypes observed in cml15-1 plants are attributable to the loss of CML15.
Future work on these mutants should assess the number of T-DNA insertions and consider
extensive back-crossing to WT in conjunction with phenotyping and diagnostic PCR analysis.
Southern blot analysis, in particular, might be able to address the possibility of multiple T-DNA
insertions in cml15-1 plants. Additionally, more detailed phenotypic analysis of cml15/cml16
double knockout lines will be an important way to explore the roles of these paralogous CMLs.
Developmental Analysis of CML15pro::GUS and CML16pro::GUS Activity in Arabidopsis
Corroborates Public Microarray Data
CMLpro::GUS analysis has successfully been used to assess the promoter activity
associated with the expression of various CMLs both in development and during stress response
(Vanderbeld and Snedden, 2007; Dobney et al., 2009; Bender et al., 2014). Here, transgenic
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Arabidopsis expressing the GUS reporter gene driven by the putative promoter regions of
CML15 and CML16 were analysed to gain insight into the spatial and temporal expression
patterns of CML15 and CML16.
Seedlings expressing CML16pro::GUS, displayed pervasive histochemical GUS staining
throughout root tissue, leaf vasculature and guard cells (Figure 7B and 7C). CML16pro::GUS
activity was found in the vasculature of mature Arabidopsis leaves, and in inflorescence tissues,
but not in the guard cells of mature plants (Figure 7D and 7E). This pattern of GUS staining
suggests that CML16 might play a role in either the development of vascular tissues or the
allocation of substances between the roots and leaves along the length of vascular bundles. In
addition, GUS staining suggests that CML16 might play a role the regulation of guard cell
function or development in seedlings; however, empirical data is needed to support this.
Interestingly, CML15 and CML16 do not appear to display overlapping patterns of
expression in plant tissues. Although both CMLs are expressed in mature floral tissues,
CML16pro::GUS activity was observed in the vasculature of the petals, the stigma and filaments
(Figure 7F), whereas CML15pro::GUS activity was found exclusively in mature anther tissues
and developing pollen grains (Figure 6C, 6D, and 6E), suggesting that CML15 might be
involved in coordinating the development of mature pollen grains. These data suggest that
CML15 and CML16 play distinct roles in reproductive structures. Furthermore, fluorometric
GUS analysis corroborated my histochemical data, demonstrating that the CML15 promoter is
active in floral tissues (~0.2 pmoles/4MU/µg/min), and the CML16 promoter is active in
seedling, leaf, and floral tissues, with the greatest specific activity detected in seedling tissue
extracts (~1.5 pmoles/4MU/µg/min; Figure 8).
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Although my GUS reporter data generally agree with the expression patterns suggested
by public transcriptome databases, it is important to note that it is possible additional regulatory
elements involved in regulating CML15 and CML16 expression were omitted from the CMLpro::GUS expression constructs. RT-PCR analysis on cDNA from Arabidopsis leaf and floral
tissues corroborates my GUS data showing that CML16 is transcribed in mature leaf and floral
tissues (Figure 15). Conversely, and as previously mentioned, CML15 was undetectable by RTPCR analysis (Figure 15). Given that CML15pro::GUS activity is detectable in mature anther
tissues and pollen grains, it is possible that the CML15 promoter might be active over a shorter
time period than what is suggested by my GUS data. It must always be kept in mind that GUS
enzyme activity is not proportional to rates of transcription, and the GUS enzyme might be active
over a longer period of time than CML15 is transcribed in vivo. Overall, the GUS reporter
analysis provided new insight into CML15 and CML16 tissue- and cell-specific promoter activity
and emphasized the sharp differences in expression patterns for these two genes. GUS analysis
suggests CML15 is actively transcribed only in the anther and pollen grains of stamens, and that
the widespread transcription of CML16 occurs predominantly in vascular tissues.
Stress Analysis of CML15pro::GUS and CML16pro::GUS activity in Arabidopsis suggests
CML16 is regulated by Salinity Stress
CML15pro::GUS and CML16pro::GUS assays were used both to assess the stress
responsiveness of CML15 and CML16, and to guide stress-based phenotypic analysis. The
stressors and conditions applied to transgenic GUS plants were chosen based on microarray
experiments (the BAR, 2012).
No GUS activity was detected in 7-day old, or 18-day old CML15pro::GUS Arabidopsis
post-exposure to cold stress, heat stress, UV-B stress, wounding, ABA or IAA (Appendix B,
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Table 3A), suggesting that CML15 is not stress responsive. Although this doesn’t exclude a
possible role for CML15 during stress signalling, in the interests of time and competing projects,
phenotypic stress analysis on cml15 Arabidopsis were not performed.
Although, microarray data by Vadassery et al., (2012) suggests that CML16 expression is
directly upregulated (~12 fold over 30 minutes) in response to elicitors in the oral secretions of
S. littoralis, no change in GUS activity was detected in 26 day old CML16pro::GUS Arabidopsis
post wounding or methyl jasmonate exposure (Appendix B, Table 3B). Histochemical GUS
analysis does however suggest that CML16 is down-regulated in response to salinity stress
(Figure 9). Mature CML16pro::GUS exhibited a detectable decrease in histochemical GUS
activity in mature leaves and in apical inflorescence tissues 1-week post-treatment with 100 mM
NaCl (Figure 9B and 9C). Interestingly, GUS activity did not show a notable decrease in
seedlings, floral tissues, or developing and mature siliques (Figure 9). Phenotypic analysis of
cml16 Arabidopsis showed no significant difference in inflorescence length compared to WT
under the same treatments with 100 mM NaCl (data not shown). Given that CML16pro::GUS
activity is detectable in Arabidopsis inflorescence tissues in the absence of NaCl stress, and that
CML16pro::GUS is down-regulated upon exposure to NaCl, it is possible that CML16 might
play a role in negative regulation of salinity response signalling. Although stomatal closure is a
short-term solution to salinity stress (Yeo, 1998) down regulation of CML16 in the xylem
parenchyma cells, for example, might play a role in protecting aerial tissues from excess salinity
stress long term, by facilitating salt storage or salt extrusion from the surrounding tissues. Of
course, any proposed roles for CML16 in salinity stress response will be dependent on its protein
interactors.
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As mentioned, CML18, which has 51.6% identity to CML16 (McCormack and Braam,
2003), has been reported to regulate a Na+/H+ antiporter (e.g. AtNHX1) during salinity stress
(Yamaguchi et al., 2003). Although speculative, CML16 might also repress AtNHX1 activity at
resting conditions and relieve repression of AtNHX1 under conditions of salt stress, allowing for
an increased rate of Na+ accumulation. In this case, CML16 and CML18 would exhibit genetic
redundancy.
Interestingly, Salt-inducible zinc finger 1 (AtSZF1), which has been suggested by the
BAR to be co-expressed with CML16, has been demonstrated to negatively regulate the response
of salt-induced genes (Sun et al., 2007). T-DNA insertion mutants lacking AtSZF1 demonstrate
an increased expression of RD29A, KIN1, COR15A and COR4 (salt-responsive genes) in the
presence of salinity stress. Arabidopsis over expressing AtSZF1 demonstrate a reduction in the
expression of RD29A and KIN1, as well as enhanced salt-tolerance. Thus, CML16 may function
in a pathway with AtSZF1 or another negative regulator of salt-responsive genes. Alternatively,
reduced expression of CML16 during salt stress, as predicted by my GUS analysis, may be part
of a general down-regulation of gene products not needed during salinity response. In addition, it
is important to note that the decline of CML16 promoter activity might in fact be a consequence
of dehydration stress as opposed to, or in addition to, salt-stress.
It is worth noting that Drought-induced 19 (AtDi19) a zinc-finger protein, like AtSZF1, is
suggested to play a role in plant response to drought and salinity stress (Qin et al., 2014), and
was isolated as a putative interactor from the CML16-Y2H screen. In contrast to AtSZF1 mutants
however, Atdi19-3 mutants show greater salt tolerance than WT Arabidopsis, and plants
overexpressing AtDi19-3 demonstrated sensitivity to drought stress compared to WT (Qin et al.,
2014). Although speculative, CML16 might mediate the response of AtDi19 to salinity stress.
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Distinguishing among these possibilities could be addressed by future studies but given
the lack of a cml16 phenotype under salinity stress it may be more fruitful to look at other roles
for CML16.
4.2 Biochemical Analysis
Secondary Structural Analysis by CD and Column Chromatography provide insight into
the Biochemical Functioning of CML15 and CML16
Far-UV CD spectroscopy was used to assess the secondary structure of CML15 and
CML16 in the presence or absence of Ca2+ (Figure 12). CD spectroscopy revealed that both
CMLs possess notable α-helical character in the absence of Ca 2+. However, unlike CaM, which
demonstrates a ~18% increase in α-helical character in the presence of Ca 2+ (compiled by Martin
and Bayley, 1986), CML15 shows a ~3-6% decrease in α-helical character and CML16 a modest
~8-15% increase in α-helical character, respectively, in the presence of Ca2+. For CaM, the
changes in CD spectra also reflect a reorientation of the helices, as opposed to strictly a change
in α-helical content (Zhang et al., 1995; Finn et al., 1995). Likewise, Ca2+-CML15 and Ca2+CML16 CD spectra may indicate similar changes in helical orientation, rather than content, to
accommodate Ca2+-binding.
As previously described, the structural changes associated with Mg2+-binding to EF-hand
proteins are more varied than for Ca2+binding. Mg2+ binding to EF-hand proteins has been found
to promote the stabilization of a molten globule conformation, and where this occurs for EF-hand
proteins, Mg2+ typically binds to Ca2+/Mg2+-binding sites ensuring the protein is constitutively
structured (Gifford et al., 2007). Previous data has shown that Mg2+-CaM more closely
resembles apo, or ‘closed’ CaM (Malmendal et al., 1999) and, like for many EF-hand proteins,
Mg2+ contributes to rigidifying the closed conformation of the protein (Gifford et al., 2007).
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More recently, Gifford et al., (2013) found that GmCaM1 and GmCaM4 are structured in the
presence of Mg2+, but in forms distinct from the apo- and Ca2+-bound form. Collectively, these
data suggest varied roles for Mg2+ in regulating Ca2+ sensor function. Mg2+-CML16 displays a
change in CD spectra almost identical to that observed for Ca2+-CML16 (~8-15% increase in αhelical character). At resting conditions, [Mg2+]cyt is typically at 0.4-0.5 mM (Waters, 2011).
Accordingly, and unlike CaM, CML16 might be stabilized by Mg2+ at resting conditions in vivo,
either at the whole protein or ‘EF-hand’ level, in a conformation that is similar in secondary
structure to Ca2+-CML16.
In order explore the ability of Mg2+ to elicit conformational change in the tertiary
structure of CML16, different binding and elution conditions using hydrophobic chromatography
were tested (Figure 11). CML16 was able to bind phenyl-sepharose in the presence of 1 mM
CaCl2 alone, or in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 supplemented with 1 mM MgCl2, but was unable
to bind phenyl-sepharose in the presence of 1 mM MgCl2 alone. This suggests that Ca2+ binding
induces changes in tertiary structure and exposes hydrophobic residues of CML16 whereas Mg2+
binding does not. Similarly, CML15 demonstrated Ca2+-dependent hydrophobic exposure and
CML15 was unable to bind phenyl-sepharose in the presence of Mg2+ alone. Ca2+-dependent
hydrophobic exposure for both CMLs was corroborated semi-quantitatively through ANS
analysis (Figure 10), as discussed below.
Surprisingly, CML15 and CML16 were both capable of weakly binding to phenylsepharose in the presence of 1 mM EGTA (in the absence of Ca2+ or Mg2+). This was
demonstrated by the slow elution of CML15 and CML16 off of phenyl-sepharose during column
washes with KCl and elution with EGTA. One possible explanation is that CML15 and CML16
possess inherent hydrophobicity that allows for binding to phenyl-sepharose in the absence of a
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metal cation. Whether metal chelators directly impact hydrophobic exposure of these CMLs is
unclear. These phenomena are discussed further in the context of ANS fluorescence
spectroscopic data. It is important to note, however that although Appendix A. Figure 4
demonstrates that fairly pure protein samples were used in biochemical analyses. We cannot
exclude that a small amount of break down products, particularly for CML16, and contamination
from bacterial proteins have influenced our biochemical results.
ANS Fluorescence Spectroscopy provides insight into the Hydrophobic Exposure of
CML15 and CML16
CML15 and CML16 show hydrophobic exposure by ANS fluorescence (Figure 10), in
the presence of both 1 mM CaCl2, and 5 mM MgCl2 supplemented with 1 mM CaCl2. In the
presence of Ca2+ and Mg2+, CML15 and CML16 display fold-inductions in ANS fluorescence of
4.05 ± 0.31 and 2.44 ± 0.23, which are ~10- and ~6.7-fold lower, respectively, than that of Ca2+CaM which displays a fold-induction of 39.00 ± 6.23. Importantly, neither CML15 nor CML16
demonstrate a notable increase in hydrophobic exposure in the presence of 1 mM MgCl2 alone.
This observation is consistent with these CMLs being able to function as Ca2+ sensors in a
cellular environment where background Mg2+ levels are expected to be much higher than Ca2+
and hydrophobic exposure of these CMLs is Ca2+ specific.
CaM consists of 6.0% methionine (Met) and Met residues account for 46% of the solvent
accessible hydrophobic regions of CaM (O’Neal and DeGrado, 1990; Yuan et al., 1999,
McCormack and Braam, 2003). CML15 and CML16 have lower Met contents at 4.5 and 5.0%,
respectively (McCormack and Braam, 2003). Consequently, reduced hydrophobic exposure of
CML15 and CML16 might in part be accounted for by their lower Met content relative to CaM.
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For CaM, hydrophobic exposure is involved in the specificity of CaM-target interactions, but
whether this is also the case for CMLs remains unknown.
Apart from Ca2+-specific hydrophobic exposure, CaM, as a canonical Ca2+ sensor,
demonstrates negligible hydrophobic exposure in the presence of Mg2+ or 1 mM EGTA
supplemented with 1 mM EDTA (EGTA/EDTA; Appendix A, Figure 5). Interestingly, CML15
and CML16 show slight hydrophobic exposure in the presence of EGTA/EDTA indicated by the
increase in fluorescence emission in the presence of ANS (Figure 9). These ANS spectra are
similar to those observed for the C-domain of rabbit skeletal troponin-c which demonstrates a
greater ANS fluorescence in the presence of 0.5 mM EGTA than in 10 mM MgCl2 (Grabareck,
2011), however the functional relevance of this is unclear. ANS fluorescence of CML15 and
CML16, respectively, in the presence of another Ca2+-chelator (1 mM trisodium citrate), was
proportionate to that of CML15 and CML16 in ANS buffer alone. This suggests that
hydrophobic exposure of CML15 and CML16 in the presence of EGTA/EDTA might be an
artifact of direct interaction with the CMLs, perhaps mimicking in some respect CML-target
interaction, and is not necessarily an indication of intrinsic apo-CML15 or apo-CML16
hydrophobic exposure.
ITC Analysis sheds light on the Ca2+/Mg2+ Binding Properties of CML15
ITC was used to evaluate the thermodynamic parameters and binding affinities for Ca2+
and Mg2+ binding to CML15 and CML16. It also shed light on a role for Mg2+ in coordinating
the responses of both CMLs to Ca2+.
CML15 was titrated with Ca2+ in either the presence or absence of Mg2+. Although
amino-acid analysis predicts that CML15 possesses 4 EF-hands (Figure 14), my ITC analysis
only detected two active Ca2+-binding sites both in the presence or absence of Mg2+. In the
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presence of Mg2+, Ca2+ dissociation constants (Kd) of 2.18 µM and 4.48 µM were detected for
site 1 and site 2, respectively. These Kd values lie within the typical range of a Ca2+ sensor (~106

-10-7 M; Gifford et al., 2007) suggesting CML15 possess Ca2+ binding properties of a typical

Ca2+ sensor. It is possible that CML15 possesses undetected EF-hand domains with high Ca2+
affinities where Ca2+ remained bound post-treatment with EGTA, precluding thermodynamic
characterization of these EF-hand domains by titration and ITC analysis. Quadrupole Time-ofFlight (Q-TOF) liquid chromatography mass spectrometry (LC/MS) analysis was attempted to
determine if Ca2+ remained bound to 2 of the EF-hands, however, it proved unsuccessful (data
not shown).
Another possible explanation for detecting only two Ca2+-binding sites, is that CML15
possesses two weak Ca2+-binding sites in addition to the sites that have been predicted by ITC.
For CaM, the conformational change in the C-domain occurs more than an order of magnitude
faster than the conformational change of the N-terminal (Park et al., 2008) which is suggested to
be a result of the higher affinity of the C-terminal domain for Ca2+ than the N-terminal domain
(Gifford et al., 2013). NMR spectroscopy investigating the interaction between Ca2+ and
GmCaM1, show that a lower Ca2+-CaM1 ratio (2:1) is required for the C-terminal Gly6 NH
chemical shift at saturating [Ca2+] compared with the N-terminal Gly6 NH chemical shift at
saturating [Ca2+] (4:1) wherein high Gly6 chemical shifts are characteristic of EF-hand-Ca2+
binding (Gifford et al., 2013). Additionally, fast to intermediate exchange rates have been
observed by NMR spectroscopy for N-terminal regions of soybean CaM1 and CaM4, with slow
exchange rates observed for the C-terminal regions. As a result, Ca2+-binding is believed to occur
to the C-terminal domain, prior to the N-terminal domain and with higher Ca2+ affinities. This is
referred to as semi-sequential binding (Linse et al., 1991b). Like CaM, CML15 might have two
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low-affinity sites in the N-terminus that bind Ca2+ semi-sequentially, or after the C-terminal lobe
is saturated. In this case, these sites might require [Ca2+] to be well above stoichiometric
quantities, and because NMR spectroscopy can resolve the locations where Ca2+ binding occurs,
we might be able to detect these weaker sites by using this technique in future analyses.
As previously mentioned, in the absence of Mg2+, two distinct Ca2+-binding events were
predicted by ITC for CML15 (Figure 13B). This pattern is distinct from that observed for the
titration of synthetic CaM (SynCaM), a hybrid of mammalian and plant CaM, with Ca2+ (Gilli et
al., 1998). SynCaM exhibits two exothermic (primarily enthalpically driven) binding events
followed by two endothermic (primarily entropically driven) Ca2+ binding events (Appendix A,
Figure 7). Interestingly, isothermal data demonstrates that for CML15, the Ca2+-binding event
that occurs first is primarily entropically driven (site 1), and the Ca2+-binding event that occurs
second is primarily enthalpically driven (Table 2). In the absence of an entropic contribution (to
the first binding event) we would expect the interaction with the more exothermic enthalpy to
occur first (Table 2, both in the presence and absence of Mg2+). However, the entropic
contribution to site-1 Ca2+binding is sufficiently strong (∆S = 35.18 kJ-1mol-1 vs. ∆S = -24.47 kJ1

mol-1 in the presence of Mg2+) to generate a more negative (more spontaneous) ∆G than for the

second binding event, thereby driving site-1 Ca2+-binding to occur first.
CML15 was titrated with Mg2+ in order to better understand the effect of a Mg2+
background on Ca2+ binding in vivo. Because there is only one inflection point it is not possible
to derive stoichiometric data from the titration of CML15 with Mg2+, however, a macroscopic
binding constant for Mg2+ binding was determined: Kd = 6.93 µM. Interestingly, the titration of
CML15 with Mg2+ generates an endothermic Mg2+-binding event (Figure 13C). This indicates
that Mg2+ binding is enthalpically unfavourable. This phenomenon is atypical, as electrostatic
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attraction (favourable enthalpy) typically drives ion binding (Linse et al. 1991a, Gifford et al.,
2013). As a result, positive entropy is likely responsible for driving Mg2+ binding to CML15.
In the titration of CML15 with Ca2+, there was less of an entropic contribution for the
first Ca2+-binding event in the presence of Mg2+ than in the absence of Mg2+ (Table 2, Figure
13A and 13B). Taking into account the Mg2+-titration data (Figure 13C), my interpretation is that
enthalpy involved in facilitating the Ca2+-binding event is required to overcome the favourable
entropy associated with Mg2+-binding. Consequently, the net entropy associated with Ca2+binding in the presence of Mg2+ is smaller than it would be in the absence of Mg2+ (Figure 13A
and Figure 13B; ∆S = 35.18 kJ-1 mol-1 vs ∆S = 157.8 kJ-1 mol-1). However, entropy remains the
predominant driving force for site-1 Ca2+-binding in the presence of Mg2+, otherwise site-2 Ca2+binding would precede it.
The dissociation constants for Ca2+ are 0.48 µM for site 1 and 0.63 µM for site 2, in the
absence of Mg2+, which is ~4.5- and ~7.1-fold lower, respectively, than the dissociation
constants for these sites in the presence of Mg2+. Additionally, saturation of CML15 with Ca2+
occurs more slowly in the presence of Mg2+ (Figure 13A). Collectively, these characteristics
suggest that Mg2+ delays CML15 Ca2+ binding.
Interestingly, the N-terminal region of the Ca2+-binding domain of NADPH oxidase 5
(NCaBD of NOX5) generated a similar ITC isotherm to that of CML15 titrated with Ca2+ (Wei
et al., 2012). ITC analysis of EF-hand I and EF-hand II of NCaBD suggests that EF-hand II has
the higher affinity for Ca2+. EF-hand II is believed to bind Ca2+ first with a Ka of 6.5 µM,
triggering conformational changes that promote the binding of Ca2+ to EF-hand I, which has an
estimated Ka of ~800 µM. These Ca2+-binding sites display positive cooperativity (Wei et al.,
2012). Although the second Ca2+-binding event for CML15 is not associated with a higher Ca2+
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affinity than for site-1 Ca2+ binding, as might be assumed for sites displaying positive
cooperativity (Linse and Chazin, 1995), the greater entropic contribution to the first binding
event, and the weaker entropic contribution associated with this binding event in the presence of
Mg2+ suggests that ion binding to this site might take on some of the entropic costs of
restructuring to accommodate Ca2+ binding to the second site (Akke et al., 1993; Gifford et al.,
2007). This suggests that, like NCaBD, CML15 might bind Ca2+ ions with positive cooperativity.
In summary, CML15 binds Ca2+ with Kd values that lie within the physiological range of
a Ca2+ sensor, however, the kinetic rate of Ca2+ binding is slowed down in the presence of Mg2+.
ANS and column chromatography have shown that Mg2+ binding does not induce hydrophobic
exposure of CML15 (Figure 10 and Figure 11). Although CD data does not suggest that Mg2+
induces substantial change in secondary structure (Figure 12), we cannot rule out the possibility
that Mg2+ binding occurs. It is possible that one or more Ca2+-binding sites is a Ca2+/Mg2+
binding site, and serves as a response attenuator, whereby Mg2+ binding slows down the response
of CML15 to a Ca2+signal by occupying the Ca2+ binding-site (Malmendal et al., 1999). Data
from Gilli et al., (1998), has suggested that such a phenomenon might, in fact, be regulated by
separate Mg2+ sites, in which Mg2+ functions as an allosteric effector molecule. In this case,
Mg2+ binds to regions apart from the EF-hand domains that would induce a conformational
change in CML15 that inhibits Ca2+ binding to the EF-hands. Additionally, CML15 might
display positive cooperativity in Ca2+/Mg2+ binding based on the thermodynamics of site-1 in
binding (Figure 13A and 13B). Ultimately, X-ray crystallographic and NMR data would be
useful in uncovering what mechanism governs the Mg2+-CML15 interaction, and if CML15 truly
displays positive cooperativity.
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It is tempting to speculate that different sensitivity to Ca2+ and Mg2+ would help fine-tune
CML15 to interact with its protein targets under specific cellular conditions. Given that resting
[Ca2+]cyt is estimated to be in the 100-200 nM range (Clapham, 2007) and my calculated
affinities of CML15 for Ca2+ are 2.18 µM and 4.48 µM, respectively, it is possible that Mg2+
attenuates the response of CML15 to Ca2+ until sufficient Ca2+ signals, perhaps associated with
anther and pollen maturation, are triggered, thereby regulating temporal response of CML15 to
Ca2+ signals.
Ca2+ oscillations have long been known to be involved in pollen tube growth. Ca2+
gradients coordinate pollen germination in addition to tip-focused pollen tube growth (Jaffe et
al., 1975; Rathore et al., 1991; Pierson et al., 1996; Messerli et al., 1997; Iwano et al., 2004 and
2009; etc). Additionally, though several CMLs appear to be expressed in pollen (McCormack
and Braam, 2003), little is known about the roles of CMLs in pollen growth, or pollen tube
germination (Steinhorst and Kudla, 2013). Considering the role of Ca2+ oscillations in pollen
tube growth, and CML15-ITC data, it is possible that CML15 is attenuated at the biochemical
level by Mg2+ until Ca2+ fluxes in the apex of developing pollen tubes are initiated. In the future,
it will be interesting to see if physiological analyses support a role for CML15 in pollen tube
growth, or anther and pollen maturation.
In brief, ITC data has proved useful in uncovering some of the thermodynamic
parameters and binding affinities for Ca2+ and Mg2+ binding to CML15, however more research
is needed to extend these in vitro properties and address the in vivo roles of CML15.
ITC Analysis sheds light on the Ca2+/Mg2+ Binding Properties of CML16
Like CML15, CML16 was titrated with Ca2+ in either the presence or absence of Mg2+.
Though CML16 is predicted to have 4 EF-hands based on amino acid analysis, only three Ca2+-
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binding sites were predicted for CML16 by ITC (the fourth predicted EF-hand might have gone
undetected for similar reasons as those described for CML15). Site 1, site 2 and site 3 have Kd
values of 25 nM, 0.21 µM, and 3.76 µM for Ca2+, respectively, in the absence of Mg2+ (Figure
13E). The titration of CML16 with Ca2+ in presence of Mg2+, yielded Kd values of 6.27 µM and
1.14 µM for two of the three Ca2+ binding sites, and interestingly, a third site was no longer
detectable in the presence of Mg2+ (Figure 13D). These Ca2+ affinities, however, lie in the
physiological range of a Ca2+ sensor (~10-6-10-7 M; Gifford et al., 2007) and provide evidence to
support CML16 as a typical Ca2+ sensor.
Weaker Ca2+-affinities in the presence of Mg2+ is common for EF-hand containing
proteins (Ohki et al., 1997; Malmendal et al., 1998; Gifford et al., 2007) based on suggestions
that Mg2+might be a direct competitor for Ca2+ binding to EF-hands, impeding the ‘on rate’ for
Ca2+-binding by contributing a Mg2+ ‘off rate’ to the kinetics, and leading to a weaker Ca2+affinity. As previously mentioned for CML15, it is also possible that Mg2+ functions as an
allosteric effector of CML16 (Gilli et al., 1998; Malmendal et al., 1999), indirectly influencing
the ability of Ca2+ to bind CML16. This model, however, is not as widely accepted (Gifford et
al., 2013) and awaits empirical testing.
As mentioned, only in the absence of Mg2+ is a third Ca2+-binding site detectable (Figure
13D). A titration of CML16 with Mg2+ revealed a macroscopic Kd of ~54 µM for Mg2+ (Figure
13F). As is the case for the titration of CML15 with Mg2+, because there is only one inflection
point for Mg2+ binding, it is not possible to derive stoichiometric data from the isotherm.
Collectively, the ITC data for CML16 suggests that Mg2+ binding might entirely preclude Ca2+
binding to one of the EF-hands. Although the macroscopic affinity of CML16 for Mg2+ binding
is weak (~54 µM), a 5 mM Mg2+ background might be sufficiently high to promote Mg2+ binding
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to the protein. AS previously mentioned, in vivo, [Mg2+]cyt is in excess at resting conditions
(~0.4-0.5 mM; Waters, 2011); consequently, because resting [Mg2+]cyt is 3 orders of magnitude
greater than [Ca2+]cyt (100-200 nM; Clapham, 2007), it may make the higher macroscopic Kd for
Mg2+ (~54 µM) more relevant, such that even with a low Kd for Ca2+, Ca2+ binding, to one EFhand, is inhibited. It is important to note that it is possible that there are multiple weak Mg2+
binding sites that might underestimate the strength of the Kd using a single site binding model.
Research investigating Ca2+-binding abilities of GmCaM4 by Gifford et al., (2013) has
proved useful in the interpretation of CML16 ITC data. The titration of GmCaM4 with Ca2+ both
in the presence and absence of Mg2+, was found to generate isotherms highly comparable to
those of CML16 titrated with Ca2+ under similar conditions. Gifford et al., (2013) suggested that
Mg2+ stabilizes the closed conformation of CaM4 and acts as a competitive antagonist as Mg2+
binding decreases the affinity of GmCaM4 for Ca2+ by ~6.3 fold. Mg2+ fulfills a similar role for
CML16 resulting in a lag in saturation for the titration of CML16 with Ca2+, and a decrease in
the affinity of CML16 for Ca2+ in the presence of Mg2+ (Table 2). Additionally, Mg2+ binding to
the N-terminal domain of GmCaM4 has been suggested to increase the affinity of the EF-hands
for Ca2+ by folding the domains, and thus, paying the energetic costs of restructuring the EFhand (Gifford et al., 2013). This means that Mg2+ also serves as an allosteric activator for
GmCaM4. As mentioned, quantitatively similar changes in α-helical character occur at the level
of secondary structure for CML16 in the presence of Ca2+ and in the presence of Mg2+. CD data
shows that CML16 exhibits comparable increases in α-helical character (~8-15%) in the presence
of Ca2+ or Mg2+. Taken together, this data suggests that it is possible Mg2+ also plays the role of
an allosteric activator for CML16; however, more empirical data would be needed before similar
conclusions could be drawn.
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ITC data suggests that while CML16 binds Ca2+ at affinities typical of a canonical Ca2+
sensor, Mg2+-binding to one of the sites, or to allosteric sites, (Figure 13D-F) delays Ca2+
binding. Although Mg2+ binding might induce the restructuring of CML16, either at the level of
the whole protein (Gifford, 2007) or at the level of the EF-hands (Grabareck, 2011), ANS data
suggests that binding of Mg2+ to CML16 does not induce conformational changes that expose
substantial hydrophobicity. Based on these results, I suggest that Ca2+ but not Mg2+ binding
would not trigger CML-target interaction.
In conclusion, CML16 possess Ca2+ affinities in the range of a typical Ca2+ sensor.
CML16 also demonstrates Mg2+-binding capabilities that might attenuate the response of
CML16 to Ca2+. Given that CML16 is constitutively expressed in almost all tissues throughout
all developmental stages (Figure 6 and Figure 7), Mg2+-binding might be required to attenuate
the activity of CML16 until a distinct stimulus-specific Ca2+-signature is induced. As a result of
competition from Mg2+-binding, GmCaM4 has been suggested to respond most affirmatively to
sustained increases in [Ca2+]cyt such as those which typically accompany pathogen interactions
(Gifford et al., 2013). Accordingly, CML16 might be regulated in a related fashion under a
similar type of Ca2+ signature.
Overall, CD, ANS, and ITC data suggest that both CML15 and CML16 behave as Ca2+
sensors at the biochemical level (Figure 10-13). Both CMLs are capable of binding Ca2+ with
high affinity in a Mg2+-background. Although both CMLs seem to bind Mg2+ in the absence of
Ca2+ (Figure 13C and 13F), conformational change revealing hydrophobic residues is Ca2+
specific for both CMLs (Figure 11).
In the future, detailed NMR spectroscopic data concerning Ca2+ binding to both CMLs
would be useful in establishing the precise number of active Ca2+-binding sites, if positive
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cooperativity or allosteric activation occurs upon ion binding, and the nature of Ca2+/Mg2+
binding with respect to ion-exchange rates as this cannot be determined from ITC.
Immunoblotting to Detect CML15/CML16 in Plant Extracts
Immunoblot analysis suggests CML15 and CML16 are either not translated, or are present
at levels below the sensitivity of anti-CML15/16 antisera in Arabidopsis tissues. Though RTPCR analysis showed CML16 was expressed in Arabidopsis leaves and floral tissues (Figure 15B
and 15D), I was unable to detect CML16, or CML15, in enriched floral, leaf, or seedling extracts
(Figures 16, 17, and 18). Although immunoreactive proteins of a comparable size were detected
in hydrophobic-chromatography-enriched extracts, it seems unlikely that they were CML16 or
CML15 for a few reasons. The immunoreactive proteins were slightly larger, as judged by SDSPAGE, than recombinant CML16. In addition, these immunoreactive proteins were detected in
cml16-1 and cml16-2 extracts which were confirmed by RT-PCR to lack CML16 transcript
expression. Furthermore, due to my inability to detect CML15 transcript (Figure 15A and 15C),
and its smaller size compared to CML16 (17.1 kD vs. 17.6 kD), I conclude that the
immunoreactive proteins were not CML15. Although CaM did not react with antiCML15/CML16 antisera (Appendix A, Figure 9), immunoblotting of CML18 with antiCML15/CML16 antisera (Appendix A, Figure 8) suggests that the immunoreactive bands might
be CML18, or another closely related CML.
Post-translationally modified proteins (i.e. phosphorylated proteins) can show up at
higher molecular weights on SDS-PAGE. However, because the immunoreactive proteins were
detected in the cml16 tissues, and CML15 is undetectable in these same tissues by RT-PCR, I do
not suspect that the immunoreactive bands are post-translationally modified versions of CML16.
Although CML16 is detectable by RT-PCR, it might not be translated at comparably high-levels,
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and thus, was not detectable in my immunoblot analysis.
Structure of the EF-loops
As previously mentioned, the amino-acid composition of the EF-loop governs both the
affinity and specificity for Ca2+, particularly at positions 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 12. Consequently, the
amino-acid sequences of CML15, CML16, AtCaM2, and GmCaM4 were aligned for
comparisons of their EF-loops (Figure 14). GmCaM4 was used for comparison because of
similarities in Ca2+ binding between GmCaM4 and CML16 that were predicted by ITC (Gifford
et al., 2013). EF-loop I of both CML15 and CML16 are similar to EF-loop I of AtCaM2 and
GmCaM4, having only a cysteine (Cys) to serine (Ser) substitution in position 7. This
substitution is not suggested to pose a large change in the affinity of the EF-loop for Ca2+, as Ser
is close in size to cysteine and provides a backbone carbonyl oxygen for Ca2+ coordination. Sitedirected mutagenesis of human S100A2, a member of the S100 protein family, has demonstrated
that a Cys to Ser substitution results in a decreased Zn2+ affinity (Stradal et al., 2000). Therefore,
it is possible that this substitution might improve the selectivity of the CML15 and CML16 EFloops for Ca2+ over other cations such as Zn2+. Otherwise, the residues in positions 1, 3, 5, 9, and
12 of EF-hand I are known to commonly occupy those positions (Table 1) and are identical
between the two CMLs and CaMs.
Likewise, residues 1, 5, and 12 of EF-hand II are identical between the four proteins.
Although there is an Asn3 substitution of EF-loops II and IV, it is a common replacement, as Asn
and Asp together comprise 97% of the third-position residues (Falke et al., 1994). Interestingly,
the Asp to Asn substitution has been found to either increase (Henzel et al., 1996), decrease
(Waltersson et al., 1993), or have little affect on Ca2+ affinity and positive cooperativity (Babu et
al., 1992), suggesting its role in Ca2+ coordination is dependent on other residues of the EF-loop.
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NMR spectroscopy of Ca2+ binding to GmCaM4 suggested that Mg2+ binds preferentially
to EF-hand I of GmCaM4. This suggests that Mg2+ might bind EF-hand I of CML16 as well.
Interestingly, EF-hand III is the most similar in composition between CML15, CML16 and
GmCaM4 (Figure 14). Although residue 9 of EF-loops III and II is identical between the CMLs
and GmCaM4, between the four proteins, the type of the amino acid is consistent: an acidic
amino-acid is found at EF-loop II position 9, and a neutral amino-acid is found at EF-loop III
position 9. Neutral side-chain amino-acid substitutions at position 9 have been suggested to help
retain the ability of the EF-loop to exclude competition from Mg2+, whereas acidic amino-acid
substitutions are found to reduce the affinity for Ca2+ (Drake et al., 1996 and 1997). In summary,
it is possible that the 9th residue of EF-loop III for CML15 and CML16 contributes to a higher
Ca2+ affinity.
The hallmark Glu12 to Asp12 substitution which drastically decreases the affinity of an
EF-loop for Ca2+ while simultaneously increasing affinity for Mg2+ (de Sliva et al., 1995), was
not found to be present in any of CML15 or CML16 EF-hand domains, suggesting that position
12 does not play a role in these protein’s interactions with Mg2+.
Ultimately, site-directed mutagenesis experiments would be the most efficient way to
estimate the contribution of the various EF-hand residues to Ca2+ vs. Mg2+ binding. Empirical
analysis is needed but it is reasonable to suggest that the differences in amino acid composition
of EF-loops between various CMLs and CaM underlie their relative affinities and specificities
for cation binding.
4.3 Yeast Two-Hybrid Screening for CML15 and CML16 Protein Interactors
The Y2H technique was used to search for putative protein interactors of CML15 and
CML16. Of the 8 prey plasmids that were sequenced from the CML16 Y2H screen all are
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suggested to be expressed in some of the same tissues as CML16 (Table 4B), particularly in the
cotyledon, leaf vasculature, and floral tissues. Given the predicted wide expression of CML16 in
the tissues represented in the library, this is not surprising. However, the results remain
ambiguous, as each protein was only isolated as a single clone from the library screen.
Unfortunately time did not allow further in vitro or in vivo exploration of these putative
interactions with CML16, and they cannot be ruled out as false positives.
Unlike for CML16, of the 7 prey plasmids that were sequenced from the CML15 Y2H
screen, only 4 were predicted by co-expression databases to be expressed in mature pollen
tissues where CML15 expression is restricted. In addition, each of these putative targets was only
isolated once. Unfortunately, ATHB21, which was isolated as a clone from the library screen 3
times, was not suggested by expression data to be co-expressed with CML15 (Table 4A).
Although it is possible that ATHB21 expression overlaps with that of CML15 and has been
missed by transcriptomic analyses, I cannot exclude the possibility that ATHB21 may have been
isolated as an artifact of the Y2H system. For example, ATHB21 may be overrepresented in the
CD4-30 library, or overexpressed in yeast such that non-specific interactions to CML15 occurred
(Brückner et al., 2009). In order to test the specificity of the CML15-ATHB21 interaction,
ATHB21:pGAD was co-transformed into yeast along with CML16:pGBKT7, CML37:pGBKT7,
CML38:pGBKT7, CML39:pGBKT7, CML41:pGBKT7, or CML42:pGBKT7, respectively.
CML42 was the only CML not identified as an interactor of ATHB21, suggesting that ATHB21
might in fact interact non-specifically with CMLs or other related proteins.
The Y2H system is a valuable tool when searching for interactors for a given protein.
However, it is susceptible to false positives and thus putative targets must be corroborated with
other methods and a range of negative controls performed. Thus, while a list of possible targets
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was isolated by my screens, the results remain inconclusive and either additional approaches or
further screening are needed to isolate targets for CML15 and CML16.
It is possible that no strong candidate protein interactors of CML15 or CML16 were
isolated from the Y2H screen because the interacting protein partners reside in compartments
other than the nucleus. Likewise, interacting protein partners might not interact in yeast even
though they interact in planta due to limitations such as the absence of specific post-translational
modifications, missing cofactors, or simply inappropriate conditions (Brückner et al., 2009). In
the case of CML-Y2H analysis, a limiting factor might be low [Ca2+]cyt in yeast which is
typically maintained between 50-200 nM at resting conditions (Iida et al., 1990; NakajimaShimada et al., 1991). This might preclude Ca2+-dependent interactions with protein targets. ITC
analysis suggests that CML15 and CML16 have average Kd values of 3.33 µM and 3.70 µM,
respectively, which might be too high to promote Ca2+-binding in yeast cells and subsequently
interaction with protein targets.
Additional in vitro methods such as the glutathione S-transferase (GST) and His-tag pull
down assays, followed up with in vivo corroborative methods such as fluorescence resonance
energy transfer (FRET) and immunofluorescence spectroscopy could be used in the future to
reveal protein targets. Unfortunately the transgenic lines I have been developing for the
expression of the FLAG-tag::CML fusion proteins were not ready for analysis during the course
of this thesis.
Ultimately, CML15 and CML16 are predicted to be sensor relay proteins, and their function
is likely dependent on interaction with protein targets that elicit physiological responses.
Consequently, in future, it will be essential to determine the downstream targets for CML15,
CML16, in order to determine what roles they play in Ca2+-signal transduction.
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Conclusions and Future Directions
Collectively, data presented in this thesis supports the predicted transcriptomic
expression patterns of CML15 and CML16 in development by public microarray data, and
supports the predicted roles of CML15 and CML16 as Ca2+ sensors. However, the elucidation of
the precise functional roles of these CMLs in development and/or stress response requires further
study.
Although developmental and abiotic-stress based phenotypic analysis did not yield
conclusive data regarding the roles of these CMLs in planta, further phenotypic analysis on
cml15/cml16 double-knockout lines, CML15 or CML16 overexpression lines, and on abioticallystressed cml15 or cml16 knockout mutants, should shed more light on the physiological roles of
these CMLs. Additional experiments investigating the regulation of CML16 under salinity stress
would also be useful in evaluating the role of CML16 in osmotic regulation.
RT-PCR analysis of cDNA from WT Arabidopsis corroborated the transcriptomic
expression of CML16 in mature leaf tissues and floral tissues but proved unsuccessful in the
detection of CML15: this possess a caveat for interpreting the phenotypic analysis of cml15
Arabidopsis. Likewise, immunoblot analysis of plant extracts for the detection of CML15 or
CML16 using anti-CML15/CML16 antisera proved unsuccessful in detecting CML15 or CML16
protein. Consequently, the future detection of both CML15 by RT-PCR analysis, and CML15
and CML16 by immunoblotting will be crucial for the analysis of cml15 mutants, and to help
elucidate the functional roles of CML15 and CML16.
Biochemical characterization of recombinant CML15 and CML16 supports their role as
Ca2+ sensors. CD spectroscopy, ANS fluorescence spectroscopy and phenyl-sepharose column
chromatography demonstrate that both CMLs undergo conformational changes to expose
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hydrophobic residues in the presence of Ca2+. Additionally, both techniques demonstrate that
their exposure of hydrophobic residues is specific to Ca2+. ITC analysis has provided valuable
information regarding the thermodynamics of Ca2+ and Mg2+ binding to CML15 and CML16.
Both CMLs were demonstrated to bind Mg2+ in the absence of Ca2+, and bind Ca2+ in a Mg2+
background with high affinity.
Ultimately, understanding Ca2+-binding dynamics provides insight into the potential
ability of Ca2+ sensors to generate physiological responses and to decode stimulus-specific Ca2+
signatures. Likewise, elucidating the protein interactors of CMLs will arguably be the most
fundamental component in understanding the functional roles of CMLs in plant development and
stress response.
Hopefully, with some of the tools I have generated (e.g. cml15/cml16 double and single
mutants, CMLpro::GUS lines, and FLAG-tag::CML lines), and the preliminary analysis
presented in this thesis, the roles of CML15 and CML16 can be brought out from obscurity and
into the light. There is no question of the importance of Ca2+ signaling in plant cells, but much
remains yet to be discovered.
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Appendix A: Supplemental Data

Figure 1. Neighbour-joining tree showing the relationships between the amino-acid
sequences of Arabidopsis CaMs and CMLs. ‘0.1’ represents percent sequence divergence
(from McCormack and Braam, 2003).
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Figure 2. Microarray data for CML15 and CML16 transcript expression across Arabidopsis
tissues compiled from Genevestigator by McCormack et al. (2005). A relative expression
heat map of CML15 and CML16. Dark-blue coloring represents highest relative expression as
indicated by the scale. Plant organs are noted on the right of the panel.
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At3g25600 (CML16)

Figure 3. The predicted T-DNA insertion sites for the (A) cml15 and (B) cml16 single-gene
knock-out lines provided by SALK and GABI-KAT. The thicker black arrows represent the
Arabidopsis genes and the thinner black arrows indicate the approximate insertion locations.
(Figure adapted from http://signal.salk.edu/ using the T-DNA Express: Arabidopsis Gene
Mapping Tool).
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Figure 4. SDS-PAGE analysis of (A) CML15 by following phenyl-sepharose column
chromatography and (B) SDS-PAGE analysis of CML16 following purification by FPLC.
Representative samples of protein that were used for biochemical analyses. Samples of CML15
(17.1 kD) was deemed pure enough for analyses post phenyl-sepharose column chromatography,
however samples of CML16 (17.6 kD) required FPLC to remove contaminating proteins. Lanes
are numbered as above. The contaminating proteins removed by FPLC are visible in lanes 1-5.
CML16 is visible in lanes 9-14.
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Figure 5. ANS-fluorescence emission spectra of CaM81. ANS-fluorescence emission
spectra (430-600 nm) were used to monitor the exposed hydrophobic surfaces of
CaM81 in arbitrary fluorescence emission units. Scans were recorded following the
addition of protein to the buffer conditions described above. Protein was used at a
final concentration of 15 µM. Blue shifts were analysed relative to a protein free
‘ANS buffer only’ condition which was subtracted from the data as baseline. The
greatest relative blue shifts in emission spectra for CaM81 were observed in the
presence of 1mM CaCl2 and in the presence of 1 mM CaCl2 + 5 mM MgCl2.
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Figure 6. A representative image of WT Arabidopsis (left) and cml15-1 Arabidopsis (right).
Images were taken ~14 days post-germination. cml15-1 Arabidopsis are smaller than WT
Arabidopsis and display serrated hydathodes. Bars = 10 mm.
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Figure 7. An Isotherm of the Ca2+-SynCaM interaction. (a) Data from the raw calorimetric
titration of 1.34 mL of SynCaM (510 µM) with 4 mM CaCl2 with 40 injections of 3 µL each. (b)
the binding Isotherm derived from panel a, (taken from Gilli et al., 1998).
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20 kD
anti-CML15/CML16
15 kD

20 kD
Coomassie Brilliant
Blue

15 kD

Figure 8. Immunoblot analysis of recombinant CML18. Recombinant CML18 was purified
from E. coli by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography. The approximate concentration of
CML18 per lane is noted. Arabidopsis cell culture extract enriched for hydrophobic proteins by
phenyl-sepharose column chromatography (~5.5 µg), previously shown to have an imunoreactive
protein at ~17 kD, was used as a positive control in addition to recombinant CML16. Eluted
fractions were subjected to immunoblotting (upper panel) with anti-CML15/CML16 antisera
following SDS/PAGE and transfer to PVDF membranes. A replica SDS/PAGE gel was stained
with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (lower panel).
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20 kD
anti-CML15/CML16
15 kD

20 kD
Coomassiee Brilliant
Blue

15 kD

Figure 9. Immunoblot analysis of recombinant CaM81. Recombinant CaM81 was purified
from E. coli by phenyl-sepharose column chromatography. The approximate concentration of
CaM81 per lane is noted. Arabidopsis cell culture extract enriched for hydrophobic proteins by
phenyl-sepharose column chromatography (~5.5 µg), previously shown to have an imunoreactive
protein at ~17 kD, was used as a positive control in addition to recombinant CML16. Eluted
fractions were subjected to immunoblotting (upper panel) with anti-CML15/CML16 antisera
following SDS/PAGE and transfer to PVDF membranes. A replica SDS/PAGE gel was stained
with Coomassie Brilliant Blue (lower panel).
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Appendix B: Supplemental Methods
Table 1. Primer sequences used for cloning and conformation of gene knock-out
Arabidopsis
Primer Name

Primer Sequence (5’-3’)

Purpose

CML15PROF

AAGCTTAACAACTCAATTTCAGTTTCTTG

CML15PROR

GGATCCTTTAGCAACACAAATAAAAATCG

CML16PROF

AAGCTTATTAATGACATAAAAGTTTCCAC

CML16R2

GGATCCCTTAAACTCGAAGAAACC

CML15FP-2Y2H
CML15RP Y2H

TTATAACATATGATGGAGGATCAGATAAGAC

For cloning the putative
CML15 promoter into
pBI101 upstream of the GUS
gene
For cloning the putative
CML16 promoter into
pBI101 upstream of the GUS
gene
For cloning CML15 into the
pGBKT7 expression vector
downstream of the GAL4
DNA-binding domain
For cloning CML16 into the
pGBKT7 expression vector
downstream of the GAL4
DNA-binding domain
For cloning CML15 into the
pRZ899 expression vector
downstream of the ubiquitin10 promoter and FLAG-tag

CML16FPY2H 2
CML16RP-2Y2H
CML15 Flag FP
CML15 Flag RP
CML16-Flag FP
#2
CML16 Flag RP

TTATAACTGCAGTCACGAATTAATTTTTAATC
C
TTATAACCATGGAGATGGCGTCAACAAAACC
A
TTATAACTGCAGTCAAGAAGCGGTTAATCCA
ATAACCATGGACGCAGCAATGGAGGATCAGA
TAAG
TTATAATACGTATCACGAATTAATTTTTAATC
CAAAGTAATC
TATAACCATGGACGCAGCAATGGCGTCAAC

CML15-1 LP

TTATAATACGTATCAAGAAGCGGTTAATCCA
AG
TTTGGAAAGGTTGCTGAGAAG

CML15-1 RP

GCAACCATTAACAAACCAACG

CML15-2 LP

GTTTACCTTGGAGCCAGGTTC

CML15-2 RP

TTCACTAGTCGTAACCATTGGC

CML16-1 LP

TGCAACTGTCTCAACCAAGTG

CML16-1 RP
CML16-2 LP

TCTTCTTTCTCCATCAATGGC
CGACTGATCTTTGTTAAGCACTG

CML16-2 RP

AACTTCTTCTCCAAAAACGCG

CML15 FP RT

GACGGTAACGGGTTCATAAGTG
AACACCATCACCATTTGTATCAGC
AACTCGCCGCTCTTCTGC
CCGCCGCCGTTATTGAAC

CML15 RP RT
CML16 FP RT
CML16 RP RT
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For cloning CML16 into the
pRZ899 expression vector
downstream of the ubiquitin10 promoter and FLAG-tag
For confirming the presence
of the cml15-1 T-DNA
insertion
For confirming the presence
of the cml15-2 T-DNA
insertion
For confirming the presence
of the cml16-1 T-DNA
insertion
For confirming the presence
of the cml16-2 T-DNA
insertion
For confirming the presence
of CML15 transcript
For confirming the presence
of CML16 transcript

Table 2. Developmental Stages assessed for histochemical GUS analysis (adapted from
Davidson, Honour’s thesis, unpublished, 2014)
Stage
Age (days old)
0.5
1
1
4.3 (~4)
2
7.0
3
10.3 (~10)
4
21.6 (~22)
5
26.0
6
31.8-49.4 (~32)
*Indicates plants that were grown on MS plates

Description
Radicle emergence *
Completion of radicle emergence *
Cotyledons have opened *
First true leaves have emerged *
10 rosette leaves >1 mm in length
Primary inflorescence emergence
Floral maturation and silique emergence
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Table 3A. Stress assays performed on CML15:GUS transformed Arabidopsis, experimental
conditions adapted from the BAR (bar.utoronto.ca/ /efp/cgi-bin/efpWeb.cgi; Winter et al.,
2007).
Stressor

Treatment Condition
(BAR experiment)

Age of
BAR-data
GUS Activity (A.
Arabidopsis Expression level Ogunrinde)
increase from
baseline1

Cold (abiotic)

Incubated on crushed
ice in the cold room
(4°C) for 1 hr, then
assayed

18 day old

0.37 and 0.84 in
shoot and root,
respectively

No GUS activity
across lines

IAA (hormonal) Sprayed with 1uM IAA
and assayed after 1 hr

7 day old

6.66 in whole
seedling

No GUS activity
across lines

Wounding
(abiotic)

Punctured 3 times
consecutively with
tweezers then assayed
12hrs post-wounding

18 day old

-0.7 and 0.78 in
shoot and root,
respectively

No GUS activity
across lines

Heat (abiotic)

Incubated for 3 hrs at
38°C followed by a
recovery at 25°C for
one hour, then assayed

18 day old

-0.53 and 0.38 in No GUS activity
shoot and root,
across lines
respectively

ABA
(hormonal)

Sprayed with 10uM
ABA and assayed 3
hours later

7 day old

6.19 in whole
seedling

UV-B (abiotic)

Exposed to 30 minutes
of UV-B, then assayed

18 day old

1

No GUS activity
across lines

2

Not described in No GUS activity
the Bar
across lines

Negative values indicate decreases from baseline.

2

15 min UV-B exposure was described in the BAR with no notable increases in transcript over a
24 hour period.
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Table 3B. Stress assays performed on CML16:GUS transformed Arabidopsis, some of which
were based on data from Vadassery et al., (2012).
Stressor
Wounding
(abiotic)

Methyl
jasmonate
(hormonal)
Salt (abiotic
stress)

Treatment
Condition
Assayed 30 min, 1 hr
and 2 hrs post puncturing 3 times
consecutively with
tweezers
Assayed 30 min, 1 hr,
2 hr post treatment
with 100 µM MeJA

Age of
Arabidopsis
~26 day old

Expression
GUS activity (A.
level increase Ogunrinde)
N/A*
No induced GUS
activity across lines

~26 day old

N/A*

No induced GUS
activity across lines

Assayed 12 hrs, 24
hrs,48 hrs,72 hrs, and
1 week post initiation
of bi-daily watering
with NaCl

~7 day old
seedlings,
watered with
150 mM NaCl
~22 day old
plants, watered
with 100 mM
NaCl

N/A

Negligible

N/A

Decrease in GUS
activity at 72 hrs
and 1 week

*OS exposure lead to a ~4.5 fold increase in CML16 transcript in Arabidopsis leaf tissue 30
minutes after stimulus exposure (Vadassery et al., 2012). As a companion of herbivory,
wounding was assayed independent of OS. Additionally, as a surge of jasmonates is typically
released upon S.littoralis OS, MeJA exposure was assayed independently as well. We did not
have access to S.littoralis, consequently S.littoralis OS were not tested as inducers of
CML16Pro::GUS activity.
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Table 4. Dialysis buffer compositions
Dialysis Buffer
10 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5
2 mM Tris-Cl pH 7.5
100 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES pH7.5
5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 25 mM HEPES pH7.5
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Analytical Technique
ANS
CD
ITC (Mg free background)
ITC (5 mM MgCl2)

Table 5. Methods of protein extraction and purification that proved unsuccessful
Brief description of
method
For removal of DnaK
contamination. Wash
protein bound to resin
with MgATP plus
soluble denatured E.coli
prior to elution.
For the extraction of
protein from plant
tissue. Dissolve ground
tissue in 4.5M ureadenaturing buffer prior
to boiling

Reason for
method
To try and remove
a contaminating
protein at ~70 kD
from recombinant
eluted fractions
containing
CML16.
For the improved
detection of
CML16 in plant
tissue extracts.

Reason for
failure
Contaminating
protein was not
eliminated from
CML16 samples.

Citation

Did not improve
ability to detect
protein.

Performed as
described Nakahara et
al., (2012)
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Performed as
described by Rial and
Ceccarelli (2002).

Table 6. Salt-inducible genes co-expressed with CML16 (BAR Expression angler with an rvalue cut off range of 0.75-1.00)*
Protein name
ATSZF1 (salt-inducible zinc finger 1)
JAZ5 (jasmonate-zim-domain protein 5)
ATWRKY33

Known Function
DNA and Zinc binding - Salt tolerant zinc finger
Involved in hyperosmotic salinity response
Of the plant WRKY transcription factor family Regulates the antagonistic relationship between
defense pathways, involved in response to various
abiotic stressors.
XLG2 (extra-large GTP-binding protein) Implicated in hyperosmotic salinity response
*Exact co-expression values not known, database has been updated and the proteins described in
the table no longer show up in co-expression searches with CML16.
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